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A citizen 
writes to 
a senator 
The· Honorable Charles Percy 
1200 Dirksen Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 · 

My Dear Sir: 

I am sending you· this letter in response to telephone conversations with one of 
your aides, Mr. William Mayer. The purpose of this communication is twofold: to 
summarize and detail my charges of security violations against three prominent 
Department of Energy consultants, and to give you a short education in ther
monuclear weapons design, construction, and operation. Although everything in 
this le~r has been derived from unclassified open sources, parts of it will deal 
with concepts and technical and political ideas currently defined as "secret 
restricted data" by the U.S. Department of Energy (even though this information 
is in the public domain). Should a copy of this letter reach either Col. Griffin or Mr. 
Sewell ot'the DOE in Germantown, they would probably classify it, as they ~d with 
Dr. Postol's letter to Senator Glenn last May. Whethe.r or not the DOE has such 
authority to arbitrarily classify and interfere with the thoughts and communica
tions of private citizens is one of the many issues at stake in the Progressive case. 

I would like to make three major points. First, it is vital that you understand 
that the Progressive case is a purely political issue, and that the tectmical infonna
tion presented in the Morland article is not at all important, or even any longer 
relevant to the larger issues. The government has conceded. that the technical in
formation is already in the , public domain, as stipulated in court affidavits in 
which the DOE admitted that the three concepts at issue in the Morland article lay 
in supposedly mistakenly-declassified documents (UCLR-4725, UCRI.r5280, and 
others) which lay in plain view in an open DOE library for several years, during 
which time no records were kept of who copied or otherwise had access to them. In 
addition, in letters to me dated April 10, 1979 and June 18, 1979, representatives of 
the DOE stated that my open research, and a national contest that ~ conducted, 
would lead to the generation and transmission of classified data - this in spite of 
the fact that all of the information that I was seeking would come from unclassified 
vublished sources. 

It has also become obvious that at least one of the three concepts discussed in 
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Page 18 of the Chuck Hansen letter to Sen. Charles Percy was this diagram of a 
cross-section of an H-bomb, with detail of a bomb trigger. 

the diSputed M()rland article is currently unclassified in the Soviet Union, and that 
when it was discussed openly here in 197ii by a Soviet scientist, the U.S. govern
ment, acting through the Energy Research and Development Agency, classified 
his speeches! (Morland might have stood a better chance of publishing his article 
in the USSR). The concepts discussed in the Morland 1,1rticle deal with basic ap
plied physics, and they are certainly no longer "secret" - if they were, four other 
nations would not now have operating thermonuclear weapons. 

Even though the DOE, now admits that ~ type of information is in the public 

See HISTORY, Page '-, 

In the name of informed debate 
The shadow of government censorship has fallen across 

the United States. 
On March 8 the Justice Department, acting on behalf of 

the Department of Energy, ordered the Madison-based 
Progressive magazine to refrain from publishing an arti
cle on nuclear weaponry despite the fact that all of the· 
research was ·based on unclassified documents in public 
circulation. 

Saturday night the same thing happened to the Daily 
Californian in Berkeley. -

The shadow of government censorship has fallen across· 
the land. It mU.St stop, and it must stop now. 

· ThiS Extra Edition of the Madison Press Connection of-
fers to our readers the complete text of the letter, written 
by an amateur researcher working with public 
documents, • that was addressed to Illinois Senator 

An Editorial 

Charles Percy and which the Daily Californian has just 
been prevented from printing. 

Now for the first time Madison readers will be able to 
judge for themselves the quality and kind of information 
the government does not want tlfem to see. • 

There are several lessons to be drawn from this infor
mation. 

The first lesson is political. As Hansen convincingly 
argues, the government appears to be concerned that 
American citizens be kept in the dark about information 

· that concerns their very survival on the planet. 

JUNIOR LEAGUE FALl BIIGAIN BOX SALE 
New and Slightly Used Items · 

Used Clothes Household, Goods Books, Toys 

THE BOYS' CLUB 12~7 Berryhill Street H~sburg 

Tue'sday, October 9, 10 am-9 pm 

Wednesday., October 10, 5-8pm 

Harrisburg October 1979 
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The tectmical infonnation in his letter illustrates the 
awesome power contained in every hydrogen warhead 
produced by each of the five nuclear powers who retain 
this device in its arsenal: two atomic bombs trigger a 
series of fusion reactions which, within micrG-seconds, 
produce a scale of destructive energy that makes' 
Hiroshima a comparative cap gun. 

The United States alone has been producing three of 
these devices each week for well over a decade at a cost to 
the public treasury that is staggering. 

If this kind of technical information produces any 
deeper and less abstract reflection on the part of the inter

~ national putWc about the immediate need for nuclear 
\iisarmament - world wide - then it will have served its 
public purpose. 

See IN THE, Page /1 
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Prevailing Wage Law -Fact or Fiction 
By Gil Morrissey 

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO 
HAVE A "THIEF" STEALING 
YOUR HARD EARNED 

wages? Right! You wouldn't. Yet thou
san~s of wor~ers each day are having 
their wages pilfered by their respective 
employers. Where(one asks) is this bap
pen~g? J:Iere in the state of Pennsyl
vania, With contracts subject to the 
state's Prevailing Wage Act, and also 
federal contracts covered by the Davis
Bacon Act of 1931. 

i1ard to believe,much less under
stand, how such atrocities could happen 
to the working 1111 under our current 
"labor laws." But our current "labor 

are weak, and favor e1ftoyers 
,, -· OTI('t ary worth lends theritetter 

~ !le court system 
., .. ;·, er , form Deputy Secretary of 

~abor ~d Industry, told ~arrisbul'll that 
the obJect of the Prevailing Wage Act 

and the Davis-Bacon Act is to take 
.,., of th<.' copetitive process. 

•:d VI'·Jrkers be pawns for 
: :.g- to ake uney? These laws 

•:. ··age the contractor to hire 
'~-;· aft.spersons by providing scale 

-. · ;, :1 :.~ract them." 
But non-union contractors often keep 

: · · · • ''>! p lo~rees' wages within the com
; ·· -.· rrocess. Here's how the scam 
works. A contractor (non-union) secures 
a public works contract by a bid that 

' " 0Pr the Prevailing Wage Act of 
1961. The Act provides that any public 
· · . ;1 ; •·act over the amount of 
$25,000, let by the state or any political 
sub-division of the state, binds the 
contractor by law to pay no less than the 
minimum prevailing wage. "Whenever 
~ny contract for a project of public work 
m entered into," the act states, "the 
prevailing minimum wages as deter
mined by the Secretary shall be incor
porated into amd made a part of such 
contract. and shall not be altered during 
the per1od such contract is in force." 

· •i: t section four of the Pre 
vailing Wage Act). 

Now that is how the law reads. 
However, non-union contractors often do 
not pay their workers scale according to 
the P-W Act, although they have con
tracted to do so. Instead, they pay the 
w:orker under the scale and pocket the 
difference. (Impossible, you say! Not so!) 
Workers are typically told by their 
employers that "if anyone asks what 
' - . , ki 'l~ . tell them you're getting 
me regular rate tor this job. And don't 
show anyone your paystub or paycheck." 
That quote came from a worker, and that 
same worker was cheated out of wages· 
in a local contract to the tune of $3 per 
hour. And the local contractor-employer 
got away with it. Why? Because the 
worker was afraid to complain, and he 
let it slide. He was afrliid of retaliation 
by his employer, which is possible under 
existing law. This is a standard state
ment that the employer tells the worker, 
Harrisburg was told. 

. The Prevailing Wage 
Office said, "Union contractors we don't 
have to worry about. They have an 
agreement, and a business agent, who 
will protect the workers from being 
ripped off. Only non-union contractors 
have to abide by the Prevailing Wage 
Act .... This division is here to protect the 
worker. We are neither anti-business 
nor pro-labor." · 

Union contractors who intentionally 
violate the Prevailing Wage Act are 
scarcer than prohibitionists at a beer 
bust; therefore, all intentional violations 

of the P-W are by non-union contractors. 
The Steve Black Case, in which a 

contractor was debarred from public 
works co~tracts for cheat~g on wages, 
proved to be a landmark case in the 
enforcement of the Prevailing Wage 
Law. In the 1976 decision, Common
wealth Court ruled in favor of the 
Secretary of Labor and Industry, stating 
~h~~ th~ Depart~ent had the right to 
m1t1ate 1ts own wage investigations. The 
offic~ of the .~c.retary of L&I also gained 
the-nght to m1tlate.prosecution. 

STILL MISSING FROM THE 
P-W LAW AND RELEVANT 
COURT DECISIONS IS PRO-

l t>•·; ,_~ .rl fr•r the . worker from employer 
rPI :t i .;! :,, ; :1 , if the worker complains 
a:' · ... :, ·.\ a; e discrepancy. Therefore, a 
'-'"'" ' a t" ·. ·•r ran fire or lay off workers 
without their having any recourse. 

It is estimated that in one year's time 
there are about $600 million worth of 
construction contracts in the state, and 
a~ut $200-300 million in workers' wages 
pa1d out by these companies. The num
ber of contractors in Pennsylvania is 
about 250,000, approximately 5,000 of 
them being union. That leaves 245,000 
contractors for the Division of the 
Prevailing Wage to police -- with 11 
wage inspectors and two supervisors. At 
<•n· · :nw . ·: hen· were 33 inspectors. but 
lo; ~>; ,z , · i cuts ;;aw that no replacements 
were hired when natural attrition took 
its toll. No one complains about these 
cuts in budget except labor -- and after 
all, that doesn't make good copy for the 
dailies. 

Moreover, wage inspectors are not 
covered under. civil service, as opposed, 
to most other mspectors in the Depart
. ment of Labor and Industry. Therefore 
there is a possibility that these inspec
~ors are left open to political influences 
m order to keep their jobs, or to make 
the "right" decision. Weaver commented 
that "inspectors ought to have a training 
program and (that) the state should 
have standards for conducting wage 
investigations." 

Further hampering the Prevailing 
Wage Office, there is no state register of 
contractors for public construction, al
though the P-W Act does state that 
when a contractor is debarred, the Office 
of the Division of the Prevailing Wage is 
to send a notice to every (9000) political 
subdivision jn the ~tate. Even though 
~hi~ procedure would appear effective, 
1t IS not practical financially, and the 
P-W office usually notifies "only in a two 
or three county area (depending on the 
location of the contractor)." This makes 
it rather easy for the debarred contract
or to obtain other public works contracts 
under either his own name, or with the 
use of multi-corporation ownership. The 
Steve Black Company, after being de
barr~d because of one violation, kept 
turnmg up under names such as the 
Black Hawk Mining Company and the 
Hawk Construction Company. What has 
been suggested, to save the state the 
trouble . and ~oney of searching out 
these aliases, 1s a cross-reference . regi
ster on co~puter, t9. be used to rapidly 
and effectively qualify the bidders on 
public contracts. A system like this at 
~he disposal of the P-W office would 
msure the public body which awards the 
contract that the prospective contrac
tors have not been debarred. This 
system could even be tied into thP
federal system. 

A s~stem of this type might have kept 
the Kiester Construction Company, de
barred for three years for a $300,000 

wage swindle, from obtaing the contract 
for a federally-funded job at the Lewis
berg Courthouse. At least the Feds 
would have been alerted to the state 
violation. (The list of these thieves is 
longer than Ali's reach.) 

Weaver said that during the last 
administration, computer time-sharing 
on the Bureau of Employment Security 
computer was discussed and studied, but 
the Legislature never appropriated the 
necessary money for it. He also pointed 
out that the Division of Prevailing Wage 
wa::o never se t up as an independent 
bureau. instead, it was set up in the 
Executive Branch, under the Secretary 
of L&I. This probably accounts for its 
inspectors still being patronage em
ployees. 

Another of the division's problems is 
in hearing its cases. The P-W office does 
not have its own attorneys, and must 
rely on L&I's general counsel, which -
due to the Thornburgh hiring "freeze" -
is short five attorneys. (It's almost 
u:.r·,"' ·· ·w ~<bh• that the Hill could be 
short of lawyers.) Nevertheless, because 
the Office of General Counsel has only 
"three" attorneys, only a few cases (one 
appeals hearing for the Glen Electric 
Coflpany in May, and several pre-trial 
hearings in April) have been heard this 
year. Maybe everyone has turned honest 
since the Thornburgh Administration 
took over. 
.. , .. 11 ~-. ; <~"~,~.L~ TE_? BUILD~RS 

I A:\ , ·· • .. . ' r .. . \ •. TORS.INC ., 
AN INFORMATIONAL AND 
lobbying association of non-union build
ers and contractors, states in their "what 
they stand for brochure," item six: "We 
favor elimination of government fixing of 
wages and prices as practices destruc
tive of free enterprise." One of the 
biggest reasons this group supports this 
idea is because, under laws like the P-W 
Act which "fix)' wages, the government 
also has the right to investigate their 
wage practices in order to insure that 
they are paying the minimum prevailing 
wag'e to their employees. (But honest 
business never fears investigations.) 

So it's no wonder the Pennsylvania 
A.B.C. contacted state Representative 
Roy Wilt (R- Mercer County), chairman 
of the House Labor Relations Commit
tee, to introduce House Resolution 47. 
This resolution provides for a five
member . committee to hold hearings, 
take testimony, and make investigations 
into the prevailing wage laws. According 

. to Kathy Macnett, a research analyst for 
the committee, "Representative Wilt 
introduced the resolution at the request 
of the Pennsylvania A.B.C. because of 
their (ABC's) feeling that therP. are 
inequities in the localities' regulations 
that determine the prevailing wage 
rates. And also because of labor." 

·;·:· .. · ·:Jbor" l\ lacnett referred to was a 
group of 52 individuals who complained 
about pension plan monies that bad been 
withheld. Upon further investigation it 

was revealed that this complaint should 
be _handled under the federal Equal 
Retirement Income Security Act; the 
Department of L&I so advised the 
committee. 

. ''Org-;,nizt•d labor is opposed "to t l1e 
resoi :!! inn," Macnett stated further, and 
a sr; l' •'!iic area tn be covered if the 
resolution is passed will be Section 9.102 
(i) of the Regulations for the P-W Act." 
This regulation·defines "locality" in terms 
of t he Act for deterining the nininum 
prevailing wage for a craft when no 
workmen of that craft are located within 
the political subdivision awarding the 
contrac~. In such a case, "locality" keeps 
expandmg to the next subdivision in 
ordf'~ to riPtPrnine 1 he ninirrumprevailing 
wage. An alteration of the regulation 
could affect specialized crafts and trades. 

Macnett said that "the A.B.C. would 
prefer this to be solely on a county-by
county basis." Although this sounds 
sensible, most counties in Pennsylvania 
do not have one local union located 
within their boundaries, much less the 
whole contingency of the craft and trade 
locals used in determining the minimum 
prevailing wages. 
Weave~ said, "The reason union wages 

ar• · '2' •"t1 .•1 d•·t.Prn:ir.i:1P. t rw PJ.··- · ~-J · · 
prevailing wage is becaus~ they're ··; he•· · 
only dependable source for wage rates. 
You can't get the A.B.C. contractors to 
tell each other what they are paying the 
workers, m:h less the Division of P-W." 

\Vhat could result, if H.R. 47 were 
. ,-•; .-;,r t :.:u··-<\ \A,:ith rt~coran.· qda 

' ' .' ·:;;.,,_ .• •h ·~ r•!gulation. i::. l lla l 

ftd ( . • 

.t ia. 

CewrtNV£1J Pit6E IT 

HEAT A 
LARGE HOME 

-AND ENJOY 
·THE FIRE! 

~ 

~ FREESTANDING 
FIREPLACE 

Heat all of y o u r home from 
your family room! And enjoy 
an open fi re whenever the 
mood takes you! Swing open 
t_he do? rs. L oad the firebri c k 
lined foreb ox with up to 2 7 .. 
lo gs. s _et the heavy duty fire· 
screen 1n Place, t hen sit back 
and watc h the f i re ! 

Or remove the screen close 
the doors, f ine tune the draft 
regulators and warm your 
whole house overnight- or all 

·day long while you're at work. 

Th_e SI E RRA Hearthstove is 
bUilt C?f heavy plate steel with 
a pr!lc.'sely posi t i oned heat 
reta1n1ng baffle. In matte 
black o r 3 opt ional SI E R R A 
colo rs. . 

With a: SI E RRA H earthsto ve 
you woll have the most beauti · 
ful and useful stove in your 
neighborhood. 

JO'S 
WOODBURNING SHOPPE 

829 STATE STREET. LEMOYNE 
Open Dail~ 4 to 9; ' Closed Sunday 

(717) 761-6003 
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Editorial 
A Class. IX IS 

Not A Disco. 
The commercial U.S. nuclear power industry, along with its 

government regulators, ·has never been known for its straight
forwardness in making available to the general public all the facts 
about the dangers of nuclear power. The policy until now was 
enunciated in 198 by then-President Eisenhower: "Keep them 
confused." With this background, the designation of the Three 
Mile Island accident as a "Class 9" by the staff of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commissio-!.1 is an admission bordering on the 
angelically honest. 

A Class 9 is the most serious type of accident which can occur at 
a nuclear plant -- "more serious," by the NRC's own defmition, 
than any accident for which the safety systems of the plant are 
designed. TMI is the first admitted Class 9 to occur in the history 
of commercial nuclear power. Until now, utility and government 
officials alike have spoken of atomic plants as "fail-safe;" Class 9 · 
accidents were dismissed as purely "hypothetical." They existed 
for purposes of the definition only. J?iscussion of a Class 9 was 
barred, in fac t, from every licensing hearing ever held before the 
NRC or its predecessor agency, the Atomic Energy Commission. 

Until now, only a handful of people seemed to know better. Since 
March 28, that number has literally mushroomed - to the point 
where even the NRC is forced to admit that large amounts of 
radiation can -- and, given the chance, will -- escape from an 
operating reactor. In light of this, the NRC has only one logical 
direction in which it can move. 

Since a Class 9 accident is no longer "hypothetical" -- and we in 
central Pennsylvania can testify to that - government regulations 
must be ~hanged to account for this "new" possibility. Before 
issuing any utility a license to operate a nuclear plant, the NRC 
must insure that an accident of this magnitude can never occur. 
The possibilities for large-scale death and devastation are too 
great. A feeble step was taken in this direction in mid-September, 
when the NRC issued new regulations which take into account the 
possiblility of large-scale releases of radiation in any future 
licensing hearings. That's all well and good, but it is not enough. 

In order to fully protect any people unlucky enough to already 
have a nuclear plant in their back yard, the NRC must take the 
implication of the TMI accident to their fullest conclusion. Future 
nuclear plants are not the only ones which might release radiation. 
A moratorium on licensing of new plants must be immediately 
declared, and the licensing proceedings immediately reopened for 
every nuclear facility already in operation in the United States. 
Any facility found unable to withstand any Class 9 incident must 
immediately be decommissioned. Only after all existing. plants are 
re-investigated should the moratorium on new plants be lifted. 

Of course, we all know what this procedure would mean. In 
order to be immune to a Class 9 incident, a nuclear plant must 
indeed be' fail-Safe, not only in public-relations rhetoric, but in real, 
practical terms. And "fail-safe," otherwise known as absolute 
perfection, does not exist, at least not here and now. We all know 
this. So do the utility officials and government "regulators." 

That's why they will fight, with all the illogic they can muster, 
against the only real alternative they have left. 

LAMBDA ENCOUNTERS, 
A service for gay & bi individuals 

Lambda Encounters, a service for gay and 
bi individuals . -

If the bar scene isn't your scene, and if you 
have interests in e·xpanding personal relationships, 
Lambda Encou.nters may be of assistance. 

Let us tell you what we are all about. 

Write: LAMBDA ENCOUNTERS 
P.O. Box 6035 • Harrisburg, PA 17112 

L<?!!!~~ ~~~~.Q~ef6 
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Letters 

The IRA Pomt Of View 
T HE LORD MONTBATTEN 

(or Batten berg, if you want to be 
historically correct) never had 
anything more to do with Ireland 
than the fact that he liked to go on 
holiday there. He loved the quaint, 
cap-tipping natives, who knew 
their place, & the proxy British 
government in Dublin who provid· 
ed him with a free police escort. 
The British line here in the U.S. is 
that-this warlord was a mere 
tourist, brutally murdered by un
thinking terrorists. This is totally 
incorrect. 

If His Lordship had renounced 
Brittania & her rulers for their 
imperialist oppression & seemingly 
eternal butchering of the Irish 
people, then indeed he wbutd have 
been just ;riother tourist. But did 
he? No indeed. He still held his 
rank & titles gotten from that foul 
plant of ages, the bloodsucking 
monarchy. As such, he was the 
enemy of the Irish people. Did he 
visit Tokyo while his troops were 
blasting the Japanese in the Pacif
ic? N_o . He even showeq hi,$ 
racism-to-the-grave attitude by 
preventing any Japanese from 
attending his funeral. Why, then, 
should he visit Ireland while his 
army of occupation is terrorizing 
the populace? Only the arrogance 
of the British monarchi~t mind can 
answer that one. 

As befits the English ruling class 
double-think, Batten berg will get a 

Needs Help 

I AM AN INMATE AT LUCAS-
ville Southern Ohio Correction 

Facility, who finally realizes that I 
don't know enough about the world 
to cope with its legal means of 
making a living. 

I would sincerely like to change 
from the life of a criminal, and I 
believe that if I could learn a trade 
or a profession I would not have to 
act against the law. I would then 
have enough knowledge to live 
within the law. 

I was wondering if anyone 
somewhere out there would buy me:: 
a correspondence course from ICS 
Correspondence Schools of Scran" 
ton, Pa., in electronics or computer 
programming. 

Sincerely, 
Isaiah Andrews 

141-345 
P.O. Box45699 
Lucasville, OH. 

god-like send off, while the eighteen 
dead Tommy mercenaries are 
hardly noticed. I'm surprised they 
weren't shipped to Germany for 
inclusionintheinfamous B.A.O.R. 
road accident toll . 

The moment the news of the 
assassination broke in the U.S., the 
free press media here went into its 
pro-Brit stance. More correctly, 
the proBrit elements were out 
parading their loyalist colors. All 
the old stereotype Paddy cliches 
were to be heard. We had a guy on 
TV who ran guns for the l.R.A. & 
now lives in fear of his life cos he 
"saw the light" & defected. Mind
less terrorists. uncivilised brutes 
(maybe they should use napalm to 
qualify for civilisation), blind fa
natics, & a new one, P.L.O. 
elements. Can you imagine bomb
toting Palestinians flitting over the 
hills of Donegal & Sligo? Loyalist 
Cruise O'Brien said on public radio_ 
here that the time had come for the 
Staters & the Brit war machine to 
cooperate more fully, or the I.R.A. 
would win (how right you are. 
Conor) . Donnellen, the Free State 
rep here) stated the big lie on TV 
that, : 'the I.R.A. was the sole cause 
of all the trouble." In a kind of way 

he is correct, as the I. R.A. refused 
to accept the King's shilling & sell 
out for a mess of potage like his own 
soldiers of destiny. He'd never get 
away with that one on Irish 
state-censored TV, cos the .people 
know differently . Let me refresh his 
memory by quoting his dead leader 
&founder oDfthe ruling Soldiers 
of Destiny Party, which can be read 
in any public library here. It is in a 
C. B.S. special hook & record made 
to commemorate Ea~ter week 50th 
·mniversary: 
"We wish to h_pnor. in particular, 
the seven brave men, who. despite 
all deterrants. made the decision to 
assert,. once more in arms, our 
nation's right to sovereign indepen· 
dence. It was a fateful decision 
which we now know to have been 
one of the boldest and most 
far-reaching in our history." 
(Eamon di Valera, Easter, 1966. 

such. he is in the position of a fifth 
columnist & a traitor to his people. 

He & Conor Cruise O ' Brien & 
their ilk are like flies on the 
dungheap of history, & when the 
chain is pulled by the revolutionary 
forces of the Irish people, even their 
stench will be gone. 

These people have some nerve 
comin over here telling the Ameri
can people how to think. This 
country gained its freedom from 
monarchy under the battle cry of 
the republic "liberty or death." 
The American people have no time 
for fawning monarchists or neo-co
lonialists. This is why the pro-Brit 
elements try & warp the truth. 

We know that Union Jack Lynch 
let our northern brothers & sisters 
burn in 1969, & would do it again if 
Her Satanic Majesty needed him 
to. His regime is dependent on a 
divided Ireland for its existence. 
For the llistten years, our blood has 
been spilled trying to break out of 
the macabre web of Lloyd George 
& and his fascist descendents. The 
Fr.ee Stat-e1:oHaboTato't's & U\e 
Stormont horror machine are the 
first cause, nof tahe Freedom 
~ighters . If the I.R.A. hadn't been 
in the North. it would have been 
like Warsaw after the Nazis. The 
contra9iction between the I.R.A. 
as a tiny minority & mass arrests is 
too blatant to deal with. 

Well may the Free State woo the 
greedy multinationals (like Feren
ka) with its vast army of unem 
ployed workers (who. incidentally, 
have the highest productivity & the 
lowest wages in the E.E.C.) . But a 
freedom that has seldom seen less 
than 10 percent unemployment in 
SO years. that is held together with 
a repression that rivals South 
Africa. isn't much to boast of. 

The American people are used to 
freedom ofinformation. jury courts. 
access to govenment files on · 
individuals, Watergates big & 
small. & above all, full civil rights 
(remember those?). They can see 
the futility of stupidly dismissing 
the "troubles" as sectarian. After 
all. vast millions of Catholics & 

Mr. Donnellen can't see the Protestants live here in peace, so 
historical right of the Irish people the 60 percent Protestant & 40 
to assert their rights by force of percent Catholic mix of the Six 
arms when all other avenues are Counties (it isn't Ulster) can't be 
closed to them, & the founder of his any different from Christians else
party did just that. There must be where . When you get a phone call 
some breakdown of communica- from Ireland here . & can hear over 
tion within the party. Of course, in the line screaming women & 
blaming the Northern war on the children & swearing British sol
Freedom Fighters, he avoided diers making a "swoop," you know 
having to deal with SO years of where your sympathies lie. 
fascist tyranny. internment, tor- America set the precedent for the 
ture. mass arrests, non-jury courts right to revolution. It is a precedent 
& other terrorist tactics used by the · that has been followed by colonial 
state in that unhappy country. As cc.or:'fo. flOL .. ~ J<J) 



City 
Press Pull 
I N CASE YOU HAVDn'. amateurs only, and is held at ihe 
:noticed, there's an electiOn Glen as part of each FormW. One 

:coming up. The race for 4:0un~y JRace .Program. The next contest 
lllstrict Attomey is one of the ~ be October 6-7. during the 
!bigger contests in this off-year, '1979 Grand Prix. 
and in ease you ba-wen't noticed, 
I the DemocratiC eandia&te f.Or,.D .. 
lis a fellow by the IWile of Bill 
~~m. -

I You may · not · have noi1ced 
because you may have blinked · 

· when leafing through ·the PUIIOt 
while passing owr what was left 
of"Pe~m·s press releues. But 

·.his opponent, Assistant DA Rich 
uwiB, regularly ~ headlines 
as be heads anotherinwetiption 
--or e-wen as hiS eampaip. head
quatem opens. (Petem's cam
paign office opening was buried 
in the back pages, with a no~ 
that Rich Lewis was his oppo
nent.) 

Petem, whn eontac~. sound
ed a note of wry resignation. "my 
opponent seems to be running on 
the record of the incumbent (DA 
Leroy Zimmennan). I suppose 
this is just something that I haw 
to o-wercome." He did say that he 
"was a little concemed ·.with the 
publicity'' that Lewis is getting, 
noting that news photos of Lewis 
with the popular 1luimennan bad 
been publish~. He then said that 
WHP ba.d been giwn. two days 
notiee· of the opening of . his 
campaign headqU&Item, and bad 
said that they would send some
one to eowr the event. 'lbey 
didn't, although Lewis's opening 
didn't get any electronie play, 
either. 
~rhaps the mechanics of edi

torial selection haw simply dealt 
Petem a bum band so far, but a 
Martian who had · just· . dropped 
into · town might conclude· from 
the local papem that Lewis were 
running the DA's Office now, and 
the upcoming election were a 
mere fonnality. Or perhaps Zim
mennan is getting an eady stalt 
on building up the private prac
tice he has ·maintained wbil in 
office. (Lewis has promised to be 
a full-time DA. should be be 
elected.) 

Photog Wins 
A ,NDY FEDUJND, OF 354 

North 66th Street, Harris
burg, placed first in the -recent 
Eastman Kodak Co. - Watkins 
Glen, N.Y., Can-Am photO l!Oa
test, held in · cOnjunction ~"h 
Formula One Auto Racillg. 

Fredlund's nighttime · wiD:ninir 
ed, with a series of lig~ta il\U. 
minating the rooftop seats situa

. ted above the r~ pit area •. 
The top prize is an expense 

paid trip for two to the 1979 
Grand Prix roo"f seats, and $100 in 
cash. 

Fifty top prizes were awarded 
aang the 208 entrants who subm 
ted a total of 986 entries. 

'lbe photo contest is oj,en to 

Jerry's Bible 
Bu II 

Q 1 N THURSDAY, SEPTEM-
. ber 20, the Capitol was the 

scene of a genuine " I LOve 
America" rally led by the indefa
tigable evangelist Jerry Falwell. 
Five to seven hundred people 
attended the event, which was 
complete with .bout 30 Ameri
can flags lining the top of the 
Capitol steps. In front of them 
were the blond-haired, blue-eyed 
Liberty Baptist College Singers, 
also decked out in their Sunday 
best red, white, and blue. Falwell 
spoke from mid-morning until 
lunch, at which time the erowd 
joined bands and sang "The 

. Battle Hymn of the Republic -
twice. 

Falwell spoke of the direction_ 
he sees the country going, of the 
decline of America's moral stan
dards, and of lackadasical atti
tudes of law-making bodies who, . 
he Said, refuse to. deal effectively
with these problems. He called 
upon the power of the American 
people, saying they should not sit 
by and let this &Ort of thing 
happen. He urged them to write 
their state and national repre · 

· sentatives' about these issues~ 
(Both the crowd and the speaker 
were, to say the least, conserva· , 
tive. But what elSe can be said 
about groups that · go around 
trying to legislate morality?) 

One more observation: Since 
this is the beginning of . the 
legislative session, there are a lot 
of groups assembling at the 
Capitol to urge the lawmakers to 
vote for this, t hat, or the other. 
J ust two days before Falwell's 
rally, in fact, Pennsylvania NOW 
held a procesaion and march (see 
the · story on page 16). That 
means there were just 24 hours 
between a reproductive rights 
rally, and a red-white-and-blue 
Baptist jamboree. · 

Probably, we should thank the 
pooplewbo approve the schedule 
for this type of thing that they 
didn't put these two rallies in the 
morning and the afternoon of the 
same day; but really, folks -
don't you think that's cutting it a 
bit close? · 

Gallery 
Kathy Minor Sullivan, 27, grew up in 
New Cumberland, and presently lives in 
Shiremanstown. While she was busy 
obtaining her degree in botany from 
Ohio Wesleyan University, she became 
inierested in _photography through 
course ·work which involved mieropho-

-

tography. She spent her 8enior year at 
OWU studying photography in the Art 
·Department there,' which led to her 
involvement with photography as an art 
form. She likes to emphasize lines and 
design with her camera. 

.. ,l . . 
• • . ' 
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His tory of the fusion research 
( 

CONTINUED from Page~ 
.domain, i~ is still trying to suppress the c_irculation of this data, in order to main
tain a false illusion of secrecy, and to maintain a real monopoly over the 
dissemination of weapons-related information, and over the public mscussion of 
American nuclear policies, policies which affect nuclear reactors as well as 
nuclear weapons. 

The second point that I would like to make is that there exists some very strong 
circumstantial evidence - both testimonial and documentary - which suggests 
that at least three prominent American nuclear weapons physicists have knowing
ly and willfully msclosed sensitive, classified informatien in mrect violation of 
their "Q" security clearances. These men have never been puniShed or prosecuted 
for these wrongdoings, but when Howard Morland and I picked up their writings, 
we were both threatened with mre legal actions iJ we repeated this information in 
writings for public circulation. In the case of Mr. Morland, the government has 
made good on its threat by raising a civil suit against the editors and publishers of 
the Progressive magazine (however, Morland has not ~n charged with any 
criminal viq!Jtions of the Atomic Energy Act). I will detail my charges and 
evidence against these men later in this letter. 

Finally, it is a necessary pre-requisite tO my mscussion of these security viola
tions that you understand, at a very basic level, how a thermonuclear weapon is 
constructed and detonated. I have enclosed a wagram which I shall refer to below. 
I am currently in a uniqu~ position to mvulge this information to you, in that the 
staff of the Progressive is muzzled by a court order, and the weapons scientists 
who ~w more than I do cannot talk about this subject witho!lt risking a violation 
of their security clearances. 

As Dr: Postol states in his now-classified letter of April 25th to Senator Glenn, 
the successful detonation of a thermonuclear weapon requires that a variety of 
co~ting processes be delicately balanced under conditions of temperature and 
pressure that are extreme evtm compared to those found at the center of the sun. 
The two basic processes in competition are those which are trying to tear apart the 
nuclear assembly, and end t,be thermonuclear reactions, and those which seek to 
hold the assembly together to maintain its integrity long enough for the weapon to 
achieve an appreciable fraction of its design yield (explosive force). These com
peting prOcesses give rise to a range of incremble physical phenomena in literally • 

. infinitesmal amounts of time (usually measured in fractions of microseconds); for 
exa~le, the neutron flux (the volume of neutrons) in an explomng thermonuclear 
device creates an ionized plasma (e sllperheated gu) with the density of solid 
lead. The manner of obtaining these conditions, and of igniting and sustaining im 
arbitrarily large thermonuclear explosion, has been implemented in American 
weapons in a fienWshly .clever and ingeniously simple way, as described below. 

I would like to give you a brief history at this point of some of the theoretical 
Ideas which led to the mscovery of the concepts-now at issue in the Progressive 
case. In the United States, theoretical work dedicated to the achievement of a ter
restial thermonuclear fusion reaction was begun as early as 1942, during-the first 
days of.the Maith!tttan Project, which led to the development of the first atomic 
bombs. Preliminary ideas and research were pursued at · a slow pace up to 
September 19t6, when Dr. Edward Teller propOsed a ,new thermonuclear system 
(later known as the TX~14 concept.) -

B)r the end of September 1947, the most favorable calculation at that time in-
"! dicated the Possibility of obtaining a tO-megaton yield (an explosive equivalent. of 

10 million tons of TNT) from a device weighing between 40 and 100 tons, which pr~ 
bably utilized liquid isotopes of hydrogen for its thermonuclear fuel (these 
isotopes; deuterium and tritium, though difficult-to store and handle, would con
form exacUy to known elements of thermonuclear reactions, and· make the 
analysis and measurement of the thermonuclear "bum" efficiency and behavior 
easier). The use of lithiUIIl-0 deuteride (a compound similar to lithium bydride, but 
composed of the light isotope of the metal lithium and a heavy isotope of hydrogen 
gas) for a possible thermonuclear fuel was also proposed at this time; this would 
simplify the "weaponization" of a thermonuclear device, but it _would also require 
the production of lithium and hydrogen isotopes, and would not solve any of the ig
nition problems. 

At this time, the thermonuclear weaponeers were confronted with the problem 
of how to achieve an arbitrarily-sized, self-sustaining thermonuclear reaction (or 
"bum" ) by means of the explosion of a relatively small fission trigger. This pr~ 
blem consisted of fo~ key elements: ( 1) the achievement of the proper co_nmtions 

'Whether or not the Department of Energy 
has such authority or arbitrarily classify and in· 
terfere with the thoughts and communications 
of private citizens is one of the many issues at 
stake in the Progressive case.' 

of temperature, pressure, and neutron flux to form an environment condutive to 
thermonuclear ignition and "bum;" (2) the ignition of the arbitrarily large ther
monuclear fuel mass (or masses); (3) the perpetuation of this "bum" through 
many generations of thermonuclear reactions; and ( 4) the maintenace of the in
tergrity of the fuel assembly (the thermonuclear fuel ffiass and the surrounding 
plasma cloud) for a period of time sufficient to achieve the desired explosive yield 
and efficiency (determined by the fraction of the fuel mass consum~ before the 
assembly blew apart). These were very formidable problems thirty years ago, as 
the nuclear arrowsmiths raced with time to find. their solution before the Soviets 
md. · 

A number of other possible approaches to the so-called "Super" (the H-bomb) 
were considered up to early 1951, but calculations inmcated that aU of them would 
me out after only a few generations of reaction, due to the cooling and physical 
disintegration of the fusion fuel mass. A lack of knowledge of the early stages of fis
sion explosions, coupled with the slow-paced development of powerful atomic 
devices, also slowed the development of a successful thermonuclear weapon. 

In the spring of ·1951, a SYnergistic exchange Of ideas between Dr. Teller and 
Dr. Stam,Ulam, confirmed by extensive hydrodynamic calculations (studying the 
properties of materials at very high temperatures and pressures) performed on 
the embryonic. electronic computers then available, provided a promising 
possible solution to the ignitio~ proble~. The details of the so-called :reUer-tnam 
configuration are well known in 1979 to college students, but the idea is still 
classified in government circles (thus showing that the current DOE classification 
guidelines are probably at least 25 years behind the times in defining just what is 
and is not still truly secret). · 

The Teller-Ulam idea definitely involved the use of a small amount of tritium 

niter to set off the larger deuterium fu~l mass ·(tritium, which fuses with 
deuterium at a temperature roughly an order of magnitude lower than that at 
which deuterium will fuse with other deuterium, is always found in the debris of 
American thermonuclear weapons that have been damaged or ·ruptured in 
airplane crashes and other "Broken Arrow" incidents; presumably, tritium must 
therefore be incorporated as a necessary weapon component). 

The idea was independent of the type of thermonuclear fuel to be used, which 
would be either "wet" (liquid) deuterium and tritium, or "dry" (solid) lithi~ 
deuteride (as it turned out, the idea worked better with "dry" fuels, which made 
practical, air-transportable weapons possible). The idea was aot the substitution 
of "dry" fuels for " wet" isotopic fuel. It resulted in requiring only' a relatively 
small (presumably, much less than 100 kilotons) fission explosion to " light" the 

'It is vital to undetstand that the Pro· 
gressive case is a purely political issue, and 
that the technical information presented in the 
Morland article is not at all important, or even 
any longer relevant to the larger issues.' 

I 

tritium to start the thermonucl1!8r reation. The e~loyment of a small fission 
detonator implied that the thermonuclear bum would be self-sustaining, once 
started. 

The crux of the idea turned out to be the relationship of the tritium "igniter" to 
the fission detonator, and to the larger fuel mass. In a high-yield weapon, the outer 
casing also played an essential role in the achievement of a successful ignition. 
This idea - the so-called "TeUer-Ulam configuration" - has been refined and 
developed over the last 28 years to be incorporated into numerous types of 
variously-sized aerial bombs and missile warheads. 

Stan '(]lam has described the principle as originally conceived as "a different 
arrangement for allowing fusion to take place," "a repetition of certain ar
rangements,'' later refined to "an iterative scheme," from which Teller conceive4 
"a parallel version . .. more convenient and generalized." The idea was converted 
into an engineering design, and reportedly,became the basis of the MIKE shot at 
Eniwetok atpU in November 1952, the first full-scale terrestial fusion explosion in ' 
human history (MikE utilized cryogenically-cooled liquid hydrogen isotopes for 
fuel). Somewhat later, the TeUer-Ulam idea was also used as the basis of six shots 
in the CASTLE test series in 1954, aU of which used "dry" fuels (a weaponlzed 
liquid-fueled design was in standby status at that time, to be tested if the "dry" 
shots failed to fire) , · · • 

. What Teller ~d Ulam had-accomplished was to come up with an arrangement · 
of CQmponents which in one feU swoop provided the conmtions of temperature and 
pressure necessary to support fusion, as well as maintaining the physical integrity 
o! the fuel assembly for: an appreciable limgth of time. A related development in 
1951 also led to the development of a family of compact, high-powered fission ' 'trig
gers" to supply the "match" foe the fusion fuel. In order to understand ~ 
clave,......_ of the.T-eller-Uiam i~. and to appreciate fts necessfty, .a lew wordS 
about fusion fuels are in order. ' 

In order for a thermonuclear reaction to occur in a fuel mass comprised of 
lithium~ deuteride and lithium~ tritide (lithium~ compounded chemically with 
tritium gas), the fuel must be compressed to a de~ity many thousands of times its 
original density (approximately 0.82, or 50 lbs/ft. ) . This compression is necessary 
to force the nuclei of the atoms close enough together to fuse with one another. The 
density of the fuel mass is crucial to the maintenance of the thermonuclear reac
tions. The time required for a considerable fraction of the total number of lithium~ 
deuteride and lithiUIIHi tritude nuclei to participate in the fusion process is, at a 
given temperature, inversely proportional to the concentration of nuclei, or the 
density of the thermonuclear fuel. · 

It is thus essential that the fuel density be sufficiently high, implying that the 
fuel mixture must be in a condensed (highly compressed) state. Otherwise, the 
thennonuclear fuel mass, after being "ignited" by the fission detonator, would be 
scattered long before each atom in it would have an opportunity to participate in a 
thermonuclear reaction. Ideally, the fuel would not oruy be highly compressed, but 
it would also be collapsing inwards upon itself, .giving its atoms an inwardly
mrected momentum which would help to resist the outwardly-directed explosive 
forces generated by the fusion reactions. 

• The Teller-Ulam configuration was a geometric design and arrangement of 
bomb components that allowed heat and pressure to be generated within th«; fuel 
mass by means of "soft" (low energy) X-rays. About 70 to 80 per cent of the initial, 
energy of an explomng.atom bomb is manifested as these "soft" X-rays, and Teller 
and Ulman hit upon a scheme to use them to compress the filsion fuel. What they 

· md was to direct these rays into. the outer bomb casing of uranium-238 (an or
mnarily non-fissionable isotope of uranium); the rays were absorbed by the cas
ingf then re-emitted at a di,fferent energy level. These newly emitted rays were 
directed along the axis of an ellipsoid (a football shaPe) into the fuel mass or 
masses, first compressing it, then heating it. What happened next will be mscussed 
in the description of the accompanying diagram, when the concept of isentropic 
compression is explained. 

As a parallel development to the Teller-Ulam principle, the U.S. in the spring 
of 1951 (at the GREENHOUSE test series in the Pacific) also tested the concept of 
fusion boosting, wherein a relatively small atOm bomb was filled with a center 
core of fusion fuels, in order to provide a more powerful bomb. This technique -
using a large amount of fissionable materials to ignite a relatively small amount of 
fusion fuels- was the opposite of Teller and tnam's achievement, but it also led to 
the design of atomic triggers powerful enough to ignite larger masses of fusion 
fuels - in effect, a small H-bomb (the fusion-boosted atomic bomb) was used to ig-
nite a much larger H-bomb. · 

This technique of fusion boosting was described in some detail in an illustrated 
article in Time magazine on April12, 1954; although some aspects of it apparently 
still remain classified, the details are by no means secret any longer - another ex-

, a~le of the DOE's remarkably outdated classification guidelines. I md not know: 
until the Progressive case broke that this was the means used in contemporary 
H-bomb triggers- I knew that the U.S. had experimented with them in the early 
'50s, but I md not know that they were an essential ingredient in today's weapons. 
(The use of boosted ~ers in Morland's article can be derived from his Affidavit No. · 
1, and from the affidavit of Thorrias R. Pikering of the National Secwity Council 
Ad-Hoc Working Group on Non~Proliferation. Affidavits by Morland and by Kosta 

See INFINTE, Page 7 
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(small in comparison to the total thermonuclear fuel mass) as an intermediate ig- , 
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Infinite power 
CONTINUED from Page ' 

Tsipis rev~al that two of these triggers are used; -' more on this later. ) . 
I shall now discuSs the supposedly "secret" design and operation of contem

porary U.S. thermonuclear weapons, as revealed in affidavits filed in the case, as 
well as many other public sources, and-based on my present knowledge of the 
physics and materials involved. I have not seen a!ly classified documen~ (sue~ a_s 
UCLR-4725 and UCR-5280- I was in Los Alamos m 1973 and-1975, but I did not VlSlt 

the Library there), nor have I ever visited any of the facilities which produce 
weapons components. . 

As can be seen from the enclosed diagram, the basic bomb consists of two 
boosted fission "triggers" at opposite ends of a mass of lithium-6 deutride fusion 
fuel all contained in an outer casing of uranium-238. Thi& particular geometric ar
rangement of separated elements (triggers and fusion fuel) is conceptually 
similar to that shown in diagrams accompanying articles by Drs. Edward Teller 
and Hans Bethe, in the Encyclopedia Americana and in the Merit Student's ~n
cyclopedia, respectively. This arrangement requires that the o~ter w~pon casmg .. 
play an essential role (as a medium ~o ~b:sor~ X-r9:ys a~d re.em1t them mto the fuel 
mass) in achieving thermonuclear 1grut1on m a high-yteld weapon (the outer cas
ing plays a secondary role later in the explosion sequence, itseH contributing to the 
total explosive force of a high-yield bomb). . 

Whether or not the Teller and Bethe diagrams contain classified information, 
and who contributed to their creation many years ago, are -matters now in hot 
dispute in the Progressive case, and between me and the DOE. Qther articles 
which suggest arrangements having the fusion fuel wrapped around the ''trigger" 
are clearly inaccurate and unworkable - such an arrangement would cause the 
fuel to be scattered, preventing its ignition. . 

These elements are separated from one another, and partially supported by, a 
casing "filling" of polystyrene or polyurethane foam (revealed in unce~red por
tions of Morland Affidavits I and III; confirmed by UCRL-4725, Chicago Sun 
Times, May 18, 1979). This foam also provides a latticework within which the fu-
sion fuel masses are emplaced. · . 

As mentioned earlier, there are two triggers in the bomb. The purpose of this is 
to allow a symmetrical compression of the fusion fuel between them, as well as . 
allowing an X-ray source at each end of the bomb. These tw~ fissi~n trigge~ must 
fire simultaneously, or no fusion will occur. A sample tr1gger IS shown m the 
diagram. . . • 

Within the center of the trigger is a device known as a peutron generator,a 
high-voltage neutron source which initiates the chain reaction in an atomic .bc?~b 
(the trigger) . Back in "the bad old days" of the dawn of nuclear weaponry, •m.tial . 
neutrons needed for the initiation of a fission reaction were prpvided by frangtble 
hemispheres ("goH balls") of polonium and beryllium. When crushed, the 
mechanical action caused a nuclear reaction to take place, releasing some rather 
low-energy neutrons to begin the nuclear chain reaction in the uranium-235 or 
plutonium-239 fission fuel. - . 

The current generation of high-voltage neutron generation tubes create the · 
neutron· burst by accelerating small amounts of tritium or deuterium to high 
speeds. When the 'tritium and deuterium collide (fuse), neutrons - . o!l.the order of 
eeveQll tens of millions - are produced. These large numbers of wtial neutrons 
help to create many fission reactions at the beginning of the fiSsion expl~~ thus 
increasing the efficiency of the triggers, and permitting more of the fiSSlonable 
materials in them to be "burned." These generators also act as a safety 
mechanism - if they don't fire at just the right moment, the fission reaction will 
not begin. 

The rest of the trigger consists of a series of concentric elements, here shown 
as spheres (the actual arrangement may be more conical-in shape, to allow for 

'Even though the Department of Energy 
now admits that this type of information is in 
the public domain, it is still trying to suppress 
the circulation of this data in order to maintain 
a false illusion of secrecy and to maintain a 
real monopoly over. the disserpination of 
weapons-related information, and over the 
public discussion of American_ nuclear 
policies, policies which affect nuclear reactors 
as well as ·nuclear weapons.' 

more efficient direction of the X-rays and neutrons produced by the· trigger). 
The outermost shell is an arrangement of specially-shaped high-explosive 

"lenses" to an intricate and preeise electronic ignition control circuit box, which in , 
turn is attached to a timer of some sort. The " lenses" are separa~ed from the sur
face of the next shell by a layer of polystyre_!)e or polyurethane foam, in which the 
" lenses" are positioned. The purpose of this foam will be described below: 

The next iMard layer (or shell) is a beryllium tamper, eSsentially a neutron 
reflector to " bounce" neutrons back into the fissionable materials. Within this is a 
heavy uranium-238 tamper, which by the nature of its physical inertia causes the 
reacting assembly to stay togetlter for a whil~ longer than it otherwise would. 
Within this tamper are concentric shells of ,uranium-235 and plutonium-239. These 
materials are used in co~ unction to either produce a higher yield-to-weigh ratio, 
or to produce a more efficient fission reactioft (by virtue of yielding more neutrons 
capable of causing fission reactions), or to serve as an additional, secondary 
tamper. Within the center of the fission "trigger" is a core of lithium-6 deuteride 
and tritium, suspended in a framework of beryllium. The neutron generator pro
jects up into the center of this assembly. . 

The firing sequence of a high-yield nuclea r weapon such as this de,sign is a 
complex and precise affair. Every event must occur without fail a fthe right 
moment, or the ~mb will either fizzle, or produce a low yield. With a dual-trigger 
design like the one shown, a total of eight separate explosions wil occur within a 
matter of a few microseconds, I rom the instand of the high explosives detonation to 
the last gigantic fission explosion of the outer casing. This entire sequence is 
described as follows : 

( 1} The High Explosives IJetonation: The " lenses" around thetrigger deonate 
simultaneously, creating an inwardly-directed implosion wave which 
crushes the entire assembly down to•:, to · , of its original dimeter. The 
layer of foam around the fission core permits the shock wave to unite and 

in a flash 
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build before slamming into the core. A duplicate explosion occurs in the 
"lenses" around the other trigger. 

The First Fission: At some point in the implosion of the trigger, the nutron 
generator fires to provide an initial burst of neutrons to begin the fission in 
the uranium-235 and plutonium-239. The uranium-238 tamper holds the 

· assembly together as the spheres crush together. 

The First Fuston: When the implosion shock waves from the high explosive 
lenses begins, the resultant explosion provides an incredibly high pressure 
and temperature at the center of the core. 'Ibe8e conditions are adequate 
to initiate fusion reactions in the lithium.f deuteride and tritium fuel at the 
center of the trigger. The beryllium framework provides additional 
neutrons for the fusion reactions (beryllium yields neutrons when struck 
by bigh-eoergy neutrons; these beryllium-.spawned neutrons breed more 
biti1UD from the litbium.f). The newly...-wned tritiiUD in tum fuses with 
the deiteiium in the lithium.f deuteride - the ntaintenance of a fifty;fifty 
mixture of tritium and deuterium provides the optimum conditions for 
fusion reactions. 

(4) Isentropic Compression: The exploding fission-fusion triggers release a 
wide variety of particles and rays; among the latter are so-called "soft" 
(low-energy) X-rays. The. triggers are shaped and constructed so as to 
both enhance and direct these X-rays •. as well as neutrons of several 
different energy levels (some· are powerful enough to fission the outer 
weapon casing; others are used to breed tritium in the larger main fusion 
fuel mass). The "soft" X-rays are absorbed andre-emitted by the outer 
weapon casing, and directed into the main fusion fuel mass. 

This mass - actually probably comprised of a number of small sub
inasses - is similar in composition to that in the fission triggers; i.e., 
lithium-6 deuteride and a smaller amount of lithium.f tritide. These 
individual masses are held' in a latticework of foam, probably arranged in 
an overall ellipsodial (football) shape. Each small mas5 is wrapped in a 
. thin foil of uranium-238. As the X-rays from the interior of the casing walls 
strike the foil, it absorbs them and re-emits other X-rays which ionize the 
outer layer of the fuel mass, causing an inwardly-directed shock wave to 
compress the lithium-6 deuteride. Because the ionization occurs at only 
the outer layer of the fuel, the mass is not appreciably heated at this time. 
A four-cubic foot mass of fuel - some 200 pounds - might be compressed 
into a volume adequate to fill a teaspoon, a space of only a cubic inch or so. 
The density of the fuel rises considerably when this-happens. The fuel also 
develops an outer layer of plasma, a cloud of charged particles (nuclei 
stripped of their electrons). 

( 5) Additio~J of Heat: A tremendous amount of heat radiates into the fusion fuel 
mass from both triggers. The heat is 'expressed mainly as the k i::etic 
energy of neutrons and other atomic particle.'>. It creates a temperature 

See DOE, Page 8 

'At least three prominent American 
. nuclear weapons physicists have knowingly 
and willfully disclosed sensitive class'ified in· 
formation in direct violation of their 'Q' securi· 
ty clearances. These men have never been 
punished or prosecuted for these wrongdo· 
ings, but when Howard Morland and I ,picked 
up their writings, we were both threatened 
with dire legal actions if we repeated this in for· 
mat ion in writings for public circulation., 
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-D_OE experts talked freely 
CONTINUED from Page 7 

inside the casing in the order of several tens of millions of degrees. This 
sudden elevation in temperature of the fusion fuel, following the isentropic 
compression, begins the larger main fusion reaction in the weapon. 

(6) Tbe Second Fusion Reaction: The highly compressed fusion fuel and 
sur rounding plasma cloud are suddenly heated and subjected to intense 
neutron bombardment from the fission triggers. The temperature 
increase alone is sufficient to raise the kinetic energ): of the tritium in the 
fuel to cause it to begin fusing with the deuterium· in the lithium-6 

' 
'My main purpose in presenting this in for·. 

mat ion was to give you an idea of· some of the 
concepts at. issue, and to demonstrate that all 
of this purportedly secret information is in fact 
no secret at all.' 

deuteride, whiie the neutrons from the fission explosions cause more 
tritium to be produced (via lithium transformation) Within the fuel mass; 
The presence .of berylli,um around or near the fuel would also cause the 
~eutron flux to be increased, and the quality of tritium produced to 
increase appreciably. ' 

As the tritium is spawned, and as it fuses with the deuterium, the 
temperature of the fuel mass would rise quickly to a point where 
deuterium.Oeuterium fusion could occur. This in turn would further raise 
the temperature and internal pressure of the remaining fuel mass and the 
surrounding plasma eloud causing the fu8ion reactions to occur faster and 
more frequently, releasing ever more energy, until the energy loss to the 
atmosphere in the vicinity of the explosion (in the form of radiated ionizing 
energy and atomic and subatomic particles and rays) exceeds the,.ate of 
energy production, or until the . reacting assembly (the remaining fuel 
mass and plasma) blows itself apart. The layers of foil around the 
individual fuel suMilasses would tend to act as a fusion tamper, holding 
the individual masses together; the outer weapon casing of uranium-238, 
from .an inch to three inches thick, would serve as an overall tamper 
holding the entire reacting assembly of Cusion fuel and fission triggers 
together. 

Tbe Secolld Fission: While the large fusion reaction is building up inside the 
casing, the casing is bombarded by high-energy neutrons from the fusion 
reactions. These neutrons are sufficiently po,-erful to cause fission to oc
cur iR the casing( creating a very large fission explosion which can yield 
up to 50 or 60 per cent of the total bomb explosive. yield. 

All of these many explosions, implosions, and nuclear reactions take place 
within a matter of a few millionths of a second. Tbey tend to interact With each 
other, each stage increasing the intensity of the others. As can be seen, timing is 
very critical - events must happen in the proper sequence, with the correct time 
interval between-explosions, or the bomb will fizzle or fail to fire. All of these com
ponents are located in a cylinder about tour feet long and a foot and a half in 
diameter, a very small space indeed considering the magnitude of the forces in-
volved in a nuclear or thermonuclear !!Xplosion. . 

These then are some of the ideas which I believe are presented in the Morland 
article (I have not seen the article). My interpretation of some effects, and the 
placement of some components may not agree With Morland's; he is probably 
more correct and complete than I have been here. My main purpose in presenting 
this information was to give you an idea of some of the concepts at issue, and to· 
demonstrate that all of this purportedly-secret ipformation is in fact no secret at 
all. · 

With regard to the three DOE consultants and their security violations, one of 
the things which first caught my interest in the Progressive case 'Yere the claims 
made by both sides. The government contended that Morland's article contained 
classified information, concepts and data now defined as "secret restricted data" 
under current DOE classification guidelines . . The magazine contended just as 
strongly that all of Morland's information came from public, unclassified sources. 
Mter I had a chance to review a number of affidavits filed by either side, I came to 
the con<;lusion that both sides were telliilg the truth. The next conclusion was in
escapable: there must be secret, classified information in the public domain. A<::,. 
cordingly, in a letter dated April23, 1979, I wrote to Congressman Paul McCloskey 
(my local congressional representative), and requested that he ask the Depart
ments of Justice and Energy why - if this information was indeed classified - the 
men who had placed it in the public domain had never been prosecuted for 

'After I had a chanGe to review a number 
of affidavits filed by either side (in the 
Progressive-DOE case), I came to the conclu· 
sion that both sides were telling the truth. The 
next conclusion was inescapable: there must 
be 'secret, classified information in the public 
domain.' \ 

violating the terms of their security clearances. The three gentlemen I specifically 
' named were Drs. Edward Teller of Stanford University; Theooore Taylor of the 

Institute for Advanced Studies at Princeton University; and George Rathjens, of 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

_ My evidence against Teller was as follows : 
. · • · I was informed by a knowedgeable source that Dr. Teller's article on pages 

654-656 of Vol. 14 of the current edition of the Encyclopedia Americana had never 
been cleared for publication, and that it contained secret restricted data. My 
source further stated that Col. John Griffin of the Office of Classification of the 
-DOE had stated under !l8th in secret testimony in Milwaukee m March that the ar
ticle had neve.r been cleared, and given a choice between prosecuting Teller after 
the fact or letting the violation pass unpunished, the AEC chose to classify the fact 
that the article had never cleared, and forbaqe. everyone to talk about it. Reported
ly, there was Widespread resentment among some more junior scientists at Uver
more that this was allowed ~ occur. 
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I did not have corroborating evidence for this charge; however, on May 3rd, a 
copy of my McCloskey letter of April 23rd was presented to the federal court in 
Milwaukee, attached to an affadavit from £ol. Griffin which claimed that my let
ter contained secret information about Dr. Teller. At that point, I no longer had 
doubts that my source was telling the truth. 

• Dr. Theodore Postol of the Argonne National Laboratory filed two af
fidavits early in the Progressive case. In his first he stated that the diagram 
associated with the Teller article in the Encyclopedia Americana "supplies an im
portant insight into how the problem of stacking fusion materials in thermonuclear 
weapons might be solved. The diagram speaks for itself for any physicist." The 
"insight" that he was referring to is the football ( ellisoidial) shaped fuel mass 
depicted in the Teller diagrillll. In a second affidavit, Dr. Postol demonstrated the 
accuracy of that statement by drawing up - in a matter of a few hours - a bomb 
design superior to the Morland design, based largely on Teller's article (Dr. Postol 
is not a weapons designer; he has never had a "Q" clearance, but he does know a 
lot about thermonuclear physics). Col. Griffin of the DOE responded to Postol's se
cond affidavit by classifying it (although he left the footnotes tu it unclassified!) 

• In an affidavit filed in the case by. Dr. Hough DeWitt, a plasma physicist at 
the Lawrence Uvermore Lab in California, his analysis of the Teller article has 
been deleted by Col. Griffin for "reasons of national security." 

• An article by the ~e Dr. DeWitt, published in the June 1979 issue of "The 
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists" was reviewed prior to its publication by Col. 
Griffin. Griffin forced DeWitt to remove two ·key sections from it, one of which 
reportedly dealt with the Teller article in the encyclopedia. I do not know this for 
certain, but I have reason to believe that DeWitt stated that the Teller article was 
never cleared, and that it contains secret information (in the DeWitt article, the 
sentence after the deletion relating to Dr. Teller begins " An even more disturbing 
case of government disclosure of secret information . . . " - the underlining is 
mine). ' 

'The DOE seems to 11se a double standard 
when it comes to the classification and 
release of sensitive technical and political in
formation. On the one hand, prominent govern· 
ment scientists are apparently free to break 
the law with impunity, while more junior scien
tists and members of the general public are 
threatened with all sorts of-legal ramifications 
for repeating or republishing information . that 
is already in the public domain.' 

• On April 25th, Dr. Poatol and four of his colleagues at the Argonne Jab wrote :: 
to Senatol" JGbn Glenn of Ohio; part of their letter-stated In erff!ct that the Teller 
diagram reveals "the nature of the particular design used in thermonuclear 
weapons in the U.S. stockpile," and further declared this configuration to be "the 
basic design concept" on which U.S. thermonuclear weapons are based, Col. Grif-
fin responded to this by classifying the Postolletter on June 7th, only hours before I 
gave a copy of it to Congressman McCloskey (I felt that McCloskey should see it 
because it backed up my charges of April23rd against Teller). 

It has become obvious since my original letter to McCloskey of April 23rd that 
there is developing a conSistent policy of classification whenever Dr. Teller's 
name is raised. The ~ces cited above would seem to suggest that the govern
ment is desperately trying to -shield Dr. Teller from prosecution for his serious 
security violation. D.r. Teller and representatives of the DOE reacted to my 
charges as follows: · 

• On whether or not the article was ever cleared: In a statement to a reporter 
for the Oakland Tribune on May 29, 1979, Mr. Jefi Garberson of the Livermore Lab 
stated that Teller did not submit his text to either the laboratory or to the Atomic 
Energy Co~ion (AEC) before it was published. This was confirmed in a state
ment also made to the Tribune by Mr. Murray Nash of Col. Griffin's office in 
Washington. Nash stated "He (Teller) reviewed his own stuff and he determined 
that the article was.reviewed by a classification officer at the time (1969). This 
assertion was repeated in a letter dated June 27tb from Duane Sewell of the DOE to 
Mr. McCloskey. It should be noted here that Howard Morland claims that the arti
cle firSt appeared in 1961 - not 1969, as the government asserts. This is entirely 
possible - most of the information in the Teller article was well known by the spr

. ing of 1954. 
. · • On the text of the article: Teller asserts in his May 29th letter that there is 

nothing sensitive in the text. There seems a general consensus of opinion among all 
parties concerned that this is probably true. 

• On the diagram that accompanies the Teller article: Ever since the Pro
. gressive story broke, the nature and origin of this diagram has been shrouded in 
mystery and controversy. All representatives of the DOE and Dr. Teller himself 
disavow anyknowfedge of the origin of this drawing, and they Will not comment on 
its meaning. Dr. Hans Bethe of Cornell University disavows any knowledge of a 
virtually identical diagram which accompanies his H-bomb article in the Merit 
Student's Encyclopedia. The publishers of the latter book claim that a staff artist 
dre_w the diagram; the Americana editors claim that they no longer have ~my 

. record of the source of their H-bomb diagram. The Merit article appeared 
sometime around 1968 or 1969. If the Teller article also originated in 1969, as Teller 
claims, it is extremely odd that two copies of the same diagram appeared 
simultaneously in two unrelated encyclopedia articles, and that both drawings 
spould depict the proper configuration of U.S. thermonuclear weapons, a con
figuration that the government claims is highly secret. 

In spite of repeated attempts by myself and Mr. McCloskey in the past four 
months, the DOE has not rovided any documentation showing when, where, and by 
whom the Teller article was cleared and reviewed, nor have they provided 
answers to questions we've raised about their activities with regard to the Postol 
and DeWitt affidavits, and the DeWitt article and the Postolletter. We shall keep 
trying, however. · 

With regard to Dr. Taylor: John McPhee's book, The CUrve Of Binding 
Energy, was based on extensive interviews that Taylor granted McPhee in 1974. In 
the-book, Taylor discussed at some length fission weapon particulars; he furnished 

See DOUBLE, Page l t . 



SURVEILLANCE VS 
By Bob Becker 

Second in a series 

FOUR YEARS AGO, THE 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY 
COMMISSION ORDERED A 

consultant's report to discuss the range 
of civil liberties issues posed by efforts 
to provide security to nuclear installa
tions. Written in flat, legalistic prose, 
the report, "Intensified Nuclear Safe
guards and Civil Liberties," offers some 
astonishing scenarios. In discussing pos
sible repercussions of a nuclear incident, 
the author, John H. Barton, states: 

" ... Finally, dissidents might be 
seized and detained after a 
plutonium theft. Detention 
might be justified as a way to 
isolate and immob~ persons 
capable of fashioning the mate
rial into an explosive device. 
Conceivably -- though the in
terrogation issue has not been 
researched for this paper -
detention could also be used as 
a step in a very troubling 
interrogation scheme - perhaps 
£'mploying lie detectors or even 
torture." 

In the past year there have been 
several reported attempted thefts of 
nuclear materials, the most recent being 
the disappearance of a quantity of 
weapons-grade uranium from,a facility in 
Tennessee. It has been widely suspect
ed, though never proven, that the Israeli 
government was behind the disappear
ance of several thousand pounds of 
weapons-grade plutonium from several 
U.S. nuclear installations. Civil liber
tarians have become increasingly alarmed 
in recent years over the threat that 
nuclear energy poses to basic democratic 
liberties in this country; the number of 
actual attempts at sabotage antJ theft 
has increased the anxiety of those aware 
of the events' repercussions. 

In the Harrisburg area, interviews 
with anti-nuclear activists have revealed 
a widespread suspicion that their activi
ties are being monitored by the utility 
companies and others; further, a number 
of instances have surfaced of the activi
ties of the activists drawing considerable 
attention from law enforcement officials. 

·The suspicion that they are being spied 
upon has engendered a climate of fear 
and intimidation among many citizens. 

This climate has had a chilling effect 
on many individuals involved in anti-nu
clear protest activities. Area activists 
were quite willing to talk to Harrisburg 
about the surveillance issue, but some 
wt>re unwilling to be identified by name 
for fear of attracting the unwanted 
attentions of Met-Ed and its operatives. 

One such person is Mary Smith (a 
pseudonym), a member of People A
gainst Nuclear Energy (PANE), a Mid
dletown anti-nuclear group. Sinith be
came active in the local anti-nuke move
ment after the Three Mile Island acci
dent, and began to notice some disturb-
ing incidents. , 

Shortly after establishing contact with 
members of Three Mile Island Alert in 
June, Smith became aware of some 
unusual clicking noises on her telephone. 
The noises persisted over a period of 
time, and her suspicions grew. Finally, 
she requested Bell Telephone to conduct 
a check for evidence of wiretapping on 
her line. The che ks turned up nothing. 
During the same .period, mail that had 
been sent to her home address, including 
mail .from TMIA, several times was 
returned to the sender stamped "ad-
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Though Smith is not convinced either 
way that she has been monitored, she is 
convinced that real harm has been done. 

"Even if they haven't done it, people's 
\ lives have been affected. Just the possi
bility that they may be doing it makes 
your life uncomfortable." Smith stressed 
to Harrisburg that the ever-present 
threat of surveillance and wiretapping 
disrupts the activities of law-abiding 
people. 

One thing Smith is sure of is that a ;-;. 
number of area anti-nuclear groups have 
been infiltrated by utility operatives. 
She noticed the same individual present 
at -meetings of local groups who always 
seemed to espouse the most counter
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THE CAMPAIGN FOR POLITI
CAL RIGHTS, A NATIONAL 
ORGANIZATION WORKING 

against political spying and political 
harrassment, has documented many in
stances of the intimidating effect police 

· investigations have had on activist or
ganizations. Said Linda Lotz, a staffer 
with the campaign, ''The problem with 
police investigations is that the informa
tion they gather will go into a file and 
may eventually be used against the 
individu;ils involved. We've seen cases 
where people lost their jobs or had their 
personal lives disrupted because of in
formation gathered by police agencies. 
In some cases, people under extremely 
heavy surveillance, like Karen Silkwood, 
ended up getting killed. 

"The result of all this is the chilling 
effect this has on people engaged in 
perfectly legal activity. That is one of the 
great dangers to civil liberties." 

Difficulties with law enforcement offi
cials were encountered in the organizing 
work for the Women's and Children's 
March on Met-Ed last May. Kathy 
Chamberlin, a Harrisburg resident and 
anti-nuclear activist, was a key organizer 
of the march, which took place at 
Met-Ed'scorporate headquarters in Read
ing. The Penn!;!ylvania State Police were 
responsible for the protection of the 
marchers' safety; during the prepara
tions for the march, according to Cham
berlin, the police would change their 
agreements with the organizers at the 
last minute. 
"They'd said they would take care of . 

the traffic and -the parking, and they 
didn't," Chamberlin said. "Two days 
before the rally, they told us the parking 
lot we were supposed to have been able 
to use was blocked off. Then, on the day 
of the rally, there-were police there all 
right and they were taking photographs 
of rally speakers and people in attend
ance. 

"They don't protect the public, they 
protect the utilities." 

The awareness of the monitoring has 
led to caution within the Three Mile 
Island Alert organization, Chamberlin 
said. 
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1..11 soon •• U.. •bova J.nto..-tion ,i_, 4ocV~~~tnted, rnni.• "'.ill forve zlf .,.., 
.-.Ft•QAJe. 

I.~D~c 
"People think that their home phones 

and the TMIA phones may be tapped. 
People also think there may be an 
infiltrator." 

The state police came under heavy fire 
for their conduct in another anti-nucle~r 
related probe. A trooper in plain clothes 
questioned a member of the Newberry 
Township Three Mile Island Steering 
Committee to find out the organization's 
members, its leaders, and its connections . 
to other anti-nuclear groups. On learning 
of the incident, Bruce Smith, Chairman 
of the Board of Supervisors, blasted the 
police in the media. 

State police spokespersons denied any 
investigation was taking place, and said 
their interest was confined to determin
ing how many people were coming to 
various anti-nuclear rallies around the 
state. IN MAGGIE HUMMEL'S EX

PERIENCE, THE PROBLEM 
WAS ALSO NOT ANY CO-

vert spying or surveillance. The Leb
anon resident and Lebanon Valley Alli
ance activist found herself and members 
of her organization the target of an overt 
police investigation for their anti-nuclear 
activities. 

Before the May primary this year, 
members of the' Alliance. surveyed local 
political candidates to determine their 
views ~>n nuclear power and the re
opening of the Three Mile Island plant. 
The candidates seen to be anti-nuclear 
by the group were subsequently sup
ported in leaflets distributed by its 
members. 

Qne or more of the candidates appar
ently had second thoughts about the 
exposure. A complaint was made to 
District Attorney David Brightbill; the 
chairperson of the Alliance shortly there
after received a telephone call from the 
DA's office stating that the group's 

0 _, Dne , ;.• o! th!a tJrw the .r• cruJt-n t is 

activities were illegal. 

Hummel received an unannounced 
visit from an officer with the county 
detel'tiv t: 's office. a unit that is federally 
funded to investi~ate "serious crimes." 
The detective demanded that Hummel 
turn over minutes of meetings and other 
documents relating to the Lebanon Vaile 
Alliance. Hummel refused, and said she 
would firsL consuit !'Jer attorney, Larry 
Dague. Dague, reached by phone, ad
vised against turning over the material. 
The detective, after some further insist
ing, finally gave up and left. 

The investigation into "whether a 
crim was committed," in the words of 
the district attorney, continued for the 
next three months. The printshop where 
the leaflets were printed was visited by 

. a detective who W'lnted to know who 
.paid for the leaflets and how they were 
distributed. Other members of the Alli
ance were visited or received telephone 
calls fromounty detectives. Finally, the 
DA's office dropped the investigation in 
late August. · 

Though the three-month investigation 
ttlrned up nothing more sensational than 
the fact that t he leaflets did not properly 
identify who paid for the~ the effect on 
the fledgling Lebanon Valley Alliance 
was traumatic. 

"We had fo!"ly people way back in the 
beginning of May, when we first start
ed,'' Hummel said. "By the end of July 
we had only eight or ten. People called 
and said they had been intimidated by 
the police investigation." 

The investigation was finally dropped 
after Hummel phoned in a local radio 
call-in program to complain about the 
harrassment. By that time, the'damage 
ha.d already been done. "We're only -
just starting to rebuild," she said. 

To be continued 
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BOUSE INQUIRY SEEN 
by Hugh Lessig 

RESOLVED!, THAT THE SPEAK
ER OF THE HOUSE OF REP
RESENTATIVES APPOINT A 

select committee to · examine matters 
·related to the nuclear accident at the TMI 
facility .... (and) that the. commit,tee shall 
conduct a comprehensive inquiry into the 
nuclear accident .... " So reads House 
Resolution 48, which established the House 
Select Committee to investigate the Three 
Mile Island accident. By calling the likes of 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's 
Harold Denton to testify, some feel the 
committee is on its way to making some 
useful recommendations. Most, however, 
say it is too early to tell. And some-- well, 
the)' think the whole show is going nowhere 
fast. 

One committee member, Harrisburg 
representative Steve Reed, belongs in this 
last group. He feels that there is "less than a 
thorough investigation" going on, and has 
some definite ideas why. There is · "good 
reason to believe," he says, "that Met-Ed 
lobbyists have developed a working rela
tionship with members of the select 
committee." He cites the first few days of 
the committee's hearings as an example. 
The first day found William Kahn of 
Met-Ed on the stand. After he left for 
another engagement, most of the morning 
of the second day was devoted to Kahn's 
subordinates, who spent their time rehash
ing the same information. The clear 
suggestion was that, from Met-Ed's point 
of view, the fault rested with the NRC. "All 
we heard about,"says Reed , "was 'poor 
Met-Ed.' These repetitive witnesses, then, 
were a problem, at least early on. Also 
blocking th~ way is a lack of technical 
expertise .... none, in fact.'' But then, is the_ 
state legislature capable of dealing with 
complex nuclear issues? Reed does not 
think so, and he has a lot of company, 
although not much among his colleagues. 

The most important day of the hearings, 
as far as the media and the media-con
scious were concerned, came on September 
12, when Harold Denton, the NRC's 
Traveling Road Show, stopped in to wade 
through about three hours of questions. If 
there are partisan interests on the commit
tee, it succeeded despite them: the boys 
from washington had egg on their faces 
more than once. 

The ineptness of the federal bureau
cracy came shining through on that 
Wednesday, revealing a lack of coordi
nation between the NRC and its under
ling agencies. For example, Denton was 
asked about the requirements the oper
ators in the plant must meet. He 
explained that the NRC established the 
requirements but not the training pro
gram, and admitted he found "wide 
diff~~:ttc_es in the . tw~." He also 
revealed that there was a "breakdowl} of 
communications" involved with the radio
active water discharged from the plant in 
early August. It seems that the NRC told 
TMI's plant chemist that an analysis of the 
water had to be taken before it was 
released but Bill Arnot, who is in charge 
of the clean-up, missed the message 
somehow. The water was eventually 
analyzed, but how many more "break
downs" could there be? (If the untested 

, water were really hot, there would have 
been a lot more things breaking down than 
communications.) 
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And lest anyone think that the NRC had 
only recently become inept, rest assured. 
Their history of mistakes goes all the way 
back to the time that nuclear plant 
technology first came out. Denton, when 
asked about Iicen'sing procedures with 
respect to plant personnel, said that the 
idea was to make the machines so 
well-designed that they would not require 
highly skilled operators -- hence, a quicker 
license. He said that plant designers must 
now decrease the degree of specialization 
because "huinans must operate them." A 
real breakthrough. 

Also, in referring to past blunders, 
Denton revealed that out of the 150 times 
valves had opened at TMI unexpectedly, 
three ofthose times they stuck open. This 
little tidbit was found beneath a mound of 
paperwork. And while on the subject of 
valves, Denton said that they "have been 
unable to identify why the (auxiliary 
feedwater) valves were closed (on March 
28)." Operating with these valves closed-
which TMI-2 was doing at the time-- is in 
violation of Met-Ed's license. "It's still an 
open question,"Denton said. 

Another popular subject was the NRC's 
decision to provide all nuclear plants with a 
resident inspector, a sort of nuclear watch
dog. Could these resident inspectors 
become too friendly with the industry they 
are policing? the committee asked. This 
could not happen, says Denton, since the 
inspectors will be rotated every few years. 
Forget the fact that the inspectors may 
spend half of their time adjusting and 
readjusting to different surroundings. 

There will also be a resident nuclear 
engineer, paid by the utility, who is seen as 
a "temporary fix" by Denton until senior 
operators can be given ~·more specialized 
training." Whether this includes a B.S. in 
nuclear engineering was not made clear. 

P HE LACK 01~ COORD INA~ 
TION BETWEEN STATE AND 
FEDERAL AUTHORITIES 

surfaced when topics shifted to evacuation 
procedures and emergency preparedness. 
When talking about testing emergency 
preparedness plans, Harold Collins, the 
Assistant Director of Emergency Pre
paredness, who reviews and approves 

evacuation plans, said that testing was 
supposed to have been done since 1974. He 
added, "It has been done, but not all the 

. way across the board." Nor, apparently, 
across the river, as Representative Eugene 
Geesey of Lewisberry pointed out. Geesey, 
whose district is on the west bank of the 
Susquehanna below TMI, called the testing 
"shoddy." Collins then threw the balLback, 
saying that state authorities must be 
expected to gtve a11etp1'rtg hand. Whit the 
squabble goes on, adequate testing does 
not. 

After .more questions on emergency 
preparedness, a strange parallel began to 
emerge between the NRC's answers earlier 
that day, and Collins's answers about the 
evacuation procedures. When asked about 
the NRC's attitudes toward emergency 
planning, Collins said that people felt like it 
wouldn't be needed (just like highly skilled 
operators?), and that communications 
breakdowns played a major part in 
hampering the evacuation procedure. 

Collins was then questioned about the 
level of emergency • readine~. He talked 
about' money, or the lack of it, of "a lack 
of will or priorities" in developing adequate 
emergency communication, and went int() 
some detail on a system that would 
de-emphasize telephone communications. 

Since Denton had taken the stand at 
10:00 a.m., it had been about four hours. 
The room was hot, and everyone was 
getting a bit, well, overwrought. Whether 
that was the excuse for the next exchange, 
one cannot tell. 

·The question was whether or not the 
NRC had some plan to supply gasoline to 
impacted areas should an evacuation have 

to take place. Had TMI occurred two 
montlis later, it was pointed out, this would 
have been a real problem. It was a good 
question, an intelligent question. But the 
answer Collins gave was an example of 
bureaucratic reasoning at its worst. 

Collins figured that, on the average, 
everyone has about half a tank of gas in 
their cars. Okay so far. Those with full 
tanks, he reasoned, will balance out those 
with near-empty tanks. Now -- if 7 5 percent 
of the people of a city have full tanks and 25 
percent hav near-empty tanks, are those 25 

percent going to feel any better knowing 
they've been "balanced out?" Collins came 
back to say that the people with full tanks 
would take care of those who are low. 
Maybe (and maybe not), but what if 75 

· percent are low, and only 25 percent have 
adequate gas? Well, you can hop on the 
bus, Gus, because you, as a human life, will 
be statistically averaged out to form a nice 
round figure. Another of the many 
examples of how Denton and company 
were caught with their pants down. 

Where is all of this heading? Speaking 
the Monday before the Wednesday hear
ings, Reed said he perceived a distinct 
prejudice in favor of Met-Ed on the 
committee, with the fault resting on the 
NRC. Also, of the twenty-seven mem
bers of the committee, the most that had 
ever shown up was twelve; and in the 
weeks before, it had gone as low as 

··as low as three. Granted, state legislators 
are very busy people, but isn't it possible 
that a bit more than half could show up just 
once in a while -- especially when most of 
the hearings took place during a ten-week 
legislative recess? 

And then there is the matter of House 
Resolution 83, which was to have given the 
committee subpoena power. It was 
defeat-
ed overwhelmingly_ last spring -- with the 
help of lobbying i ressure, says Reed, the 
measure's sponsor. Since then, the original 
act has been amended to iclude subpoena 
powe~. but the defeat is still significant. 
And even with the power to wubpoena, it is 
clear that the Select Committee wants no 
indepe~dent opinion of the NRC, Met-Ed, 
or General Public Utilities. No one from the 
Union of Concerned Scientists, or from the 
Federal Disaster · Assistance Administra
tion is being called to try and shed some 
outside light on what has always been a 
heavy political issue. 

And what of the recommendations that 
come from all of this mish-mosh? Most 
members of the committee think it's too 
early to tell, but it is clear that they aren't 
where they should be at this stage. Reed 
says he is willing to offer aminority report, 
but here the ice gets a bit thin. It is no secret 
that Steve Re.ed is running for county 
commissioner next month, and all of his 
comments must be taken with that in mind, 
lest you think he is somehow neutral in all 
of this. In the long run, what it will boil 
down to, it seems, is a question of public 
interests versus private interests -- a classic 
struggle of consumer opinion against 
a big-money industry. The real question is, 
whose sijie is the government on? 



'Do,uble standard of se,crecy' 
CONTINUED 

about 80 per cent of the technical Wormation a person would need to build a crude' ' 
atomic bomb. Taylor discussed the employment of beryllium as a lightweight 
neutron reflector, and the "hammer and nail" concept of enhancing the energy of 
the high explosives around the bomb core (translated by Morland into a layer of 
polystyrene foam between the explosives and the core). Dr. Taylor also discussed 
the idea of varying and directing the products and energies of an exploding fis5ion 
device. , 

The Taylor book was a prime source of information for Princeton physics stu
dent John Phillips when he designed an atomic bomb for a class paper in 1977, and 
for Harvard economics student Dmitri Rotow in 1978. The Rotow paper was later 
classified as "secret restricted data" by the DOE (the· Phillips paper was not 
classified because Phillips agreed to a government request that he censor himseH, 
and not circulate or discuss the document - Rotow, on the other hand, expressed a 
desire to publish his work, and the DOE came down very hard on hiffi). A number 
of the concepts and ideas expressed in the Taylor book were picked up by Howard 
Morland, expanded upon, and corroborated with other sources. The government is 
now attempting to prevent Morland from publishing these ideas, a few of which I 
have delineated earlier in this letter. 

The response of the DOE to my charges against Dr. Taylor has been most in
triguing. OQ May 29th, Dr. Taylor told Oakland Tribune reporter John Miller that 
he (Taylor) couldn't say for certain whether he hadn't inadverteritly published or 
discussed classified information. I had been informed that Taylor had been verbal-

-United Press laleru'*al 

_Sen. Charles Percy · 

ly reprimanded by the AEC for failing.to clear hi$ interviews with McPhee in ad
vance, and this seems to be confirmed by a letter from Duane Sewell of the DOE to 
Mr. McCloskey on June 27th, wherein Sewelll!tates that the Ta"or material was 
reviewed by the AEC after publication - not in advance of publication, as Taylor 
was bound by his clearance to Have done. It also seems very odd to me that Dr. 
Taylor professes to be ·so concerned about nuclear weapons proliferation, after h~ 
furnished most of the information a person would need to build an atom bomb. 

. Concerning Dr. Rathjens: The evidence against him is as follows: 
• Morland Affidavit No. 1, pargraph 31: Dr. Rathjens identifies materials us

ed in the fission triggers of H-bombs. "How do you know?" Morland asks. 
"Because I've seen the designs," Rathjens replies. Morland asks Rathjens if the 
materials (uranium-235 and plutonium-239) are alloyed together. "Let's put it this 
way," Rathjens answers, "they are not mixed at the molecular level." 

• Morland Affidavit No. 1, Paragraph 69: Morland approaches Rathjens and 
says, "I am trying to understand the mechanics of the H-bomb. Could you take a 
look at this diagram of an H-bomb?" Morland showed Rathjens a sketch of some 
classified design. Rathjens replies, "I don't think this will work." 

• Morland Affidavit No. 1, ·paragraph 70: Morland ~ a brain-stnming 
session on weapons design in Rathjens' office. Rathjens is present, as is Dr. Phillip 
Morrison, a former Manhattan Project weapons engineer. Dr. Rathjens does not 
stop the meeting, or inform Morland, Morrison, and the others that they are 
violating the Atomic Energy Act by "generating and unlawfully transmitting 
' . 

'I hope that Congress will very soon take a 
long, hard look at the Atomic Energy Act as a 
result of the Progressive case. It seems as 
though the classification policies and authori· 
ty . of the DOE need a major overhaul an~ 
redefinition.' 

secret restricted data." By letting them use his office, Rathjens.seems to abet this 
activity. 

• Morland affidavit No. ill, paragraph 8: A. further discussion of the November 
4, 1978 meeting in Rathjens' office. . · 

• Morland Affidavit No. ill, paragraph 10: Dr. Rathjens identifies a bomb com
ponent for Morland. A description of the component, and its name, have been 
deleted (by Col. Griffin) from the affidavit, for "reasons of national security." 

Although I have not seen the original uncensored copies of Morland Affidavits 
I, II, and Ill, I have very strong reasons to believe that further reference to 
statements made by Dr. Rathjens are contained in them. All of these activities are 
iJ} direct violation of Dr. Rathjens' security clearance. 

Dr. Rathjens replied to my charges against him in a letter to me dated June 1 
1979, in which he threatened to sue me for libel. He claimed that he never gave an, 
information about weapons design to Morland, coveniently overlooking all of the 
points cited above. In his letter to Mr. McCloskey of June 27th, Duane SEiwell of the 
OOE stated that he knew of no publications by Dr. Rathjens dealing Jrith the 
design of nuclear weapons - a statement which was incorrect, and which com
pletely ducked the points I raised in reference to .the three Morland affidavits. 

None of these three gentlemen have yet been called to account by the DOE or 
by Congress for their illegal activities. In a letter dated June 26, 1979, from Ms. 
Barbara· Allen Babcock, Assistant Attorney General for Civil Affairs, to Con
gressman McCloskey, Ms. Babcock stated that none of/the particular instances I 
have cited were ever brought before the Justice Department for action, either 
before or after the disclosure took place. She goes on to state that this is probably 
because action by the United States w9uld highlight the sensitivity of the material 
invoived in these cases. I doubt very strongly her asserted reason for the lack of 
action in the Ca5f¥ of Drs. Teller, Taylor, and Rathjens ~if the government were 

·truly worried' about highlighting sensitive information,it would never have taken · 
the Progrel!Sive to court to begin with. (Ms. Babcoc'k later told a reporter for the 
Palo Alto Peninsula Times-Tribune that the Progressive case was "a political mat
ter handled by the Justice .Department.") 

I believe that the three individuals named above have never been prosecuted 
because the government, acting through the DOE seems to use a double standard 
when it comes to the classification and release of sensitive technical and political 
information. On the one hand, prominent government scientists are apparently 
free to break the law with impunity, while more junior scientists and members of 
the general'public are threatened with all sorts of legal ramifications for repeating 
or republishing information put there as a result of unauthorized disclosures by 
senior scientists. I hope that the Congress will very soon take a long, hard look at 
the Atomic Energy Act as a result of the Progressive case. It seems as though the 
classification policies and authority of the DOE need a major overhaul and 
redefinition. · 

.....Sincerely, 

.Cbuck Hausen, 
American Aviation Historical Society 

n the name of informed debate 
• CONTINUED from Page 2 

It is not a recipe or a how-to-build-it manual; it is ~ 
theoretical description which would require not only the 
budget of a large nation but volumes of technical 
engineering details to translate into a real device. 

The second lesson is also political. 
~ government has assumed the awful authority of 

deciding what infonnation now in public circulation can 
be retroactively classified, including in the breadth of its 
definitio~ information that may have been in print for a 
century or more, if it can be demonstrated that'forgotten 
theory has become remotely relevant to contemporary 
ato.mic physics. · 

Worse, it claims fpr itseH the power to decide at what 
moment an idea arrived at independently can become 
"classified information" and subject to government cen-

An Editorial 

. sorship. This is only a step from totalitarianism, and it 
must be squarely met by free institutions. 

The principle of retroactive classification is one which 
says the government can set the rules of public discourse 
and then change the rules at will It is a principle that nwst 
be rejected by liberals as well as conservatives, not only 
in theory but in practice. 

The government record in using the phrase "national 
security" to cloak skullduggery, disguise bad decisions 
and to exercise selective political suppression has long 
been extablished, from the myth of the "atomic secret" 

through the Nixon years to toHay's myth of the "hydrogen 
secret." 

If there were the sliglmst ~.!n the milD! li Press em. 
nection editors that the theoretical terms and concepts us
ed in the Hansen letter would, upon publication, com
promise the "naUonal security" in its orginal or best 
sense, we would not publish it. 

But all the lessons to be drawn from this document are 
political, just as Ute goveminent action in suppressing this 
and other docwnent& - in what must become an evolving 
public debate 011 the irrationality of nuclear weaponry -
is political. 

We hope these leSsons will be accurately drawn by our 
readers. It is long past time for this debate to come into 
the open where it belongs. · 
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··~ -Calendar 

10/1 

ANTIQUE CARS: Auction and exhibit at the Dutch 
Wonderland, .Lancaster, through 10/2. 1-2~9-8901 

FAMILY SUPPORT: Four sessions in dealing with the life 
changes of the ai.ling senior- citizen. Harrisburg 
Hospital. 782-3269. 

MUSIC: Joe Ambrosia and Lighthouse at the Landing. _ 
Thru 10/13. 

10/2 

MUSIC: "Brahms and Clara" ,a musical and theatrical 
production of the relationship between Brahms and the 
wife -of Schumann. Starring Robert Guralnik at 
Diekinson College, 8pm. 

CONCERT: Harrisburg Symphony Orchestra featuring 
pianist Theodore Lettvin at the Forum, 8:15pm. 

ANTIQUE CARS: See 10/1 

HISTORICAL TOUR: See 10/30 

MUSIC: Steve . Rudolph Jazz Quartet with John.ny Coles, 
trumpet, 10/2--10/14 at the Holiday Inn Town. 

10/3 

FILM: The Silversmith, a colonial Williamsburg film 
at the V/illiam Penn Museum, 12: 10pm. . 

LANDLORD/ TENANT LAW: 
236-9533 X 394 

10/4 

Amini-course at HACC, 6:30-9:30pm 

FILM: Year of the Wildebeest, noon at the Central 
Library, Walnut Street. ~~ 

MEETING: of the .~P.r:I}HC:9P.A~. fp,qq ~the People 
Place, 6:30pm. 545-5158 T~ w~ Blll..lc:. o.e.D'-£!.} 

RHINOCEROS: Zero Mastel, Gene Wilder and Karen Black 
in the 1973 film of Ionesco's play. 9pm on WITF-TV. 

10/ 5 

10/6 

HORSE SHOW: Including a trotting pony sale; see 10/5 

10/7 

MUSIC: Baritone John Reardon; see 10/5 

OPEN HOUSE: A candlelight buffet at Fort Hunter 

CONCERT: The Chamber Players, woodwind quartet 
at HACC, 3pm 

FILM: Fellini's Amarcord, 4pm at York College 

CONCERT: The Doobie Brothers at the Spectrum, 7pm 

MUSIC: Free concert by the Harrisburg Symphony at 
the Scottish Rite Cathedral, 3:30pm. Featuring 
Elizabeth torbis, soloist 

HORSE SHOW: See• 10/5 

RUN: Through Enola with the Roadrunners, meet 1:30pm 
-at the East Penn Middle School, 732-3741 

HIKE: with the Appalachian Trail Club on the 
Appalachian Trail. Meet -1pm to carpool at the 
Education Building, 763-4544. 

FILM: Mr Robinson Crusoe (1932) at the William Penn 
Museum, 2pm. 

10/8 

TELEVISION: Its effect on our lives, a mini-course 
at HACC. Thru 11/19, 236-9533 x394 · 

10/9 

S-LIDE SHOW: Before the Revolution, a local family's 
visit to Iran. Bpm at the Hershey Library ~ 

MEETING: Appalachian Trail Club at the Senior 
Citizen's Center, New Cumberland, 7:30pm. 1-249-4986 

10/ 10 ' 

FILM: The Colonial Naturalist, a colonial Williams
MUSIC: The Prague Chamber Orchestra with pianist Hans . burg film at the William Penn Museum, 12:10pm 
Richter-Haaser at the Hershey Theater, 8:15pm. 534-3405 

BALLET: Sir Frederick Ashton's adaptation of A 
CONCERT: Baritone John Reardon of the Metropolitan Midsummer Night's Dream, Bpm on WITF-TV. Followed 
Opera , Bpm at Franklin and Marshall College; 1-291-3981. at 9pm by Baryshnikov and McBride at the White House 

FILM: Wedding in Blood, Bpm at HACC 

CONCERT: Norman Luboff Choir at the Forum, Bpm, 
sponsored -by the Y's Men's Club 

HORSE SHOW: 4-H show at the Farm Show Complex 
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SOLAR HEATING: A basic eourse at HACC, Wednesdays 
· thru 11 / 17 : 236-9533 x394 

10/ 11 C . r · , •·-' ·b-·-L· _, •J:3A'"'~1"/tJ- -••• OYI'\1/C.O pt. a.. -rooD~... O..l.$. 'c", v • 10"" ,. u •••. r 

FILMS: The True Story of the Civil War & An Occurrence 
at Owl Creek Bridge, noon ai the Central Libtary 

· HATHA YOGA: An evening course at HACC, Thursdays 
through 12/ 13. 236-9533 x394 . 

10/ 12 

MUSIC: Broadway theater music by John Raitt at -the 
Hershey Theater, 8:15pm. 534-3405 

FILM: Let Joy Reign Supreme, pt HACC, Bpm. 



Calendar 
10/ 12 continued 

LECTURE: Stewart Udall on energy 
at York College, 8pm. 1-846-7788 

HORSE SHOW: See 10/20 

10/13 

FILM: William Powell and Myrna Loy in The Thin Man, 
7:30pm at the Hershey Theater, 534-3405 

CONCERT: The Best of Broadway, with Donna Liggit 
Forbes at York College, 8pm-. 1-846-7788 

' 
HORSE SHOW: See 10/20 

CANOE: An evening trip with the Canoe Club; .737-4497 

FESTIVAL OF LIGHT: Aquarian Searchers workshops on 
The Amityville Horror, meditation, touch for health, 
spirituality, and more. 9am . at the Penbrook United 
Church of Christ. 233-1511 <., / 1 1 

-.., . \' i ; ' '// / ' 
APPLE BUTTER BOIL: The annual'H~rri.sburg Bicycle 
Club outing, 761-4822 · m_:- , 
10/14 : . 

RECEPTION: Lancaster artists Kes Herr, Frank Thomas 
and Lynn Yandra open a show at the Art Assoctation~ 
2-4pm. The show runs through )0/26 

CONCERT: Margaret Moril Carli at York College in a 
candlelight concert, 3:30pm, 1-846-7788 

-LECTURE: On American pewter, 2-4pm at the 
Museum. Refreshments 

HORSE SHOWr. See 10/ 20 

HIKE: With the Appalachian Trail ClUb at Franklintown, 
5 moderate miles. Meet at 1pm at the Education Building 
763-9276 or 233-7270. 

CANOE: With the ·local canoe club. Meet 8:30am at the 
Cedar Cliff McDonald's. 737-4497 

FILM: Trouble in PBradise (1932 ) at the William Penn 
Museum, 2pm 

10/ 15 

PROGRAM: Celebrate john Harris's 252nd birthday with Se~. 
George Gekas. 8pm at the Historical Society of Dauphin 
County ( the John Harris Mansion). 233-3462 

HORSE SHOW: See 10/20 

MUSIC: Secret~ at the Land1ng, thru 10/ 27 

10/ 16 

CONCERT: ~ethro Tull at the Spectrum, 8pm. 

HORSE SHOW: See 10/ 20 

HISTORICAL TOUR: See 10/30 

ALCOHOLISM ORIENTATION: How family members and friends 
can deal with the problem. A four-session course at 
Alcoholism Services, Inc. 8pm. 236-9595 

MUSIC: Steve Rudolph Quartet with Bob Mintzer, saxophone 
and flute. Thru 10/ 21 at the Holida y Inn Town 

10/ 17 

FILMS: Around the World in Eighty Feet, a colonial 
Williamsburg film at the William Penn Museum, 12:10pm 

CONCERT: Jethro Tull at the Spectrum, 8pm 

HORSE SHOW: See 10/30 

THEATER/DANCE: ~ Learn the basic techniques at HACC 
Wednesdays thru 11/7. 7-9pm. 236-9533 x394 

10/18 

FILM: Kumak the Sleepy Hunter, noon at the Central 
Library, .Walnut St. 

LECTURE: Snapping, a discussion of sudden personality 
changes seen in religious cults, popular therapy~ 
and everyday life. Flo Conway and Jim Siegelman 
at HACC, Bprp.. -

HORSE SHOW: See 10/20 

CARTOONING: 
thru 12/13 

10/19 

An evening course at HACC, Thursdays 
236-9533 x288 & 

Oo ,... ~ 
~ ::::; ..... .. ~-:-.-:__-~:. 

FILM: Conversation Piece, at HACC, 8pm 

HORSE SHOW: See 10/20 

HIKE: 25-mile overnight trip to Michaux State Forest 
to benefit the South Central Pennsylvania Lung Assoc. 
Call Wildware or .the Pathfinder for details. Per mile 
cash will be donated and prizes given to top entrants 

OPENING: Tobacco Road at the Harrisburg Community 
Theater, through 10/28 

10/ 20 

HORSE SHOW: The Penn National Show at the Farm Show 
Complex, 236-1600 ~ 

HIKE: A work trip on the Tuscarora Trail with the 
Appalachian Trail Club. Meet 9am at the Education 
Building, bring lunch and water/ 1-249-4986 

STONEHENGE: A film and discussion by Larry Arnold on 
mysticism and personal experiences of Stonehenge. At 
the Penbrook United Church of Christ, 8pm. Call 
236-5275, 697-8750, or 233-1511. Aqwar ian Searchers. 

10/ 21 ~ 

DEMONSTRATION: Art Association of Har r isburg, 2pm. 
236-1432 

FALL FESTIVAL: ·Apple butter and cider at the Hershey 
Museum, 10am-5pm ~ 

HIKE: Five easy miles with -the Appalachian Trail Club 
at Roundtop, meet 1pm at the Education Building. 
533-7688 

MUSIC: The York Symphony Orchestra, featuring pianist 
Susan Starr 1-854-0906 

FILM: The Man I Ki lled (1932) at the William Penn 
Museum, 2pm. 

AUDITION: Today and tomorrow for Scrooge, a t the _ 
Harrisburg Community Theater (continuedonpage eighteen) 
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It's not 
our role 
to keep 
quiet 

A dyuamic system of free expression is the heart and soul of American 
democracy. Our greatest security Ues in the freedom to speak, to criticize, to ex- · 
pose, to applaud and denounce, without censonhip. U in the process harm, em
harassment or risk is suffered, that is a price we must pay in ~ democracy for oar 
most cherished freedoms - the right to free expreBBion and the right of people to 
know. 

By George Vukelich 
President, Press Connedlon Board 1>f Dlreclon 

We are publishing the Charles Hansen 
letter because we feel it is crucially impor
tant that all Americans see it in print. 

If we did not publish this letter, the 
chances are that Americans would never 
see it in print"'or m any other form. 

The question on this Sunday in 
Sjlptember is one that we have pondered 
over the last few sleepless nigbts:.Wby is It" 
crucially Important that Americans see 
the Hansen letter In print? 

The answer to that today is the same as 
it has been yesterday and every single 
preceding day of this country's unique and 
magnificent history : 1be American people 
have a riglit to know. 

The Hansen letter reveals nothing new 
that has not been revealed before in print 
about H-bomb technology. The Depart
ment of Energy is aware of this and, yet, 
has classified the letter and obtained an in
junction against the Daily Californian, 
prohibiting them from publishing it. 

The issue in question here is the age-old 
relationship between the people who 
govern in this country and the people who 
are governed. In theory, the people who 
govern are responsible_ to the people who 
are governed. That's what demOcracy is 
all about. 

-an eaerpl from lbe reply brief of Tbe Procrenlve 
mapziDe, prepared by Earl MDDIOD ucl olber 
atlonleys of lbe La FoUelte, Slaykln, Alldenon 

and M- law firm of Madllon. 

It looks good on paper and in the civics 
classes, but out in 20th Century America 
the theory has broken down. 

It's hard to say when most Americans 
began to realize the theory didn't work, 
which is to say, democracy didn't really 
work. 

Some say the knowledge seeped through 
to us when President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower lied to the Amercian people 
about U-2 overflights of the Soviet 
mainland-. 

ou,ers say it happened when President 
Lyndon B. Johnson lied to the American 
people about the Gulf of Tonkin incident 
which led to an expansion of the Vietl@m 
War, approved by the majority of the 
American Congress. 

Still others say it happened when Presi
dent John F . Kennedy asked the New York 
Times to keep quiet about the impending 
Bay of Pigs invasion and the Times kep( 
quiet. 

We feel that it is not the role of a 
newspaper in this country to keep quiet. 
We feel that the rol~ of a newspaper in this 
country is to be in an adversary relation
ship with those in the government wbo do 
not want the people to know w~t their 
government is doing. 

The government, left to its own devices, 
would never have told us about My Lai 
massacre. Or Watergate. Or Three Mile 
Island. Or LSD experiments on Americans 

servicemen. The list is lengthy and every 
American could draw one up. 

The point is, that based on the record, 
governments in this country have 
historically tried to put their best foot for
ward and ~ve often liecfto the very people 
who have given them the power to govern. 

And some newspapers, based on the 
record, h8ve sought to expose that lying in 

· order that the people might have the truth 
and thus be equipped to make adjustment 
in the body politic. 

The dan!U!rous new factor in this rela
tionship is that the government since 
World War n has operated more like a 
paramilitary organization~ a people's 
democracy. 

The ability to classify and restrict infor-
mation at will has given the American 
government an insidious power never en
visioned by our founding fathers. We 
challenge'that power beca)lse It was never 
given to them by the American people. 
They usurped it. 

There used to be a plain talking editor 
around these parts who put on the 
masthead of his paper the words, " Let the 
people have the truth and the freedom to 
discuss it and all will go well." 

That editor is no longer around. 
But a lot of us who worked for his noisy 

paper still are. 
And so are the American people. 

I 
\ 

t I 
t' 

. Dr. Robert Morrison( r) explains the labor theory of value to Hayden and Fonda(l) Uptown ne1gn oornooa art testival 

9R7 Eisenhower Blvd . 
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NOW SERVING 
FINE BEER 

and WINE too ... 
2/ 

Now feafurin_g 
Aufhenfi~ 

Mexican Fo~d 

Suhs . .. Sala_d.r.,· 
Sandu·iche..,· 

French Onion .s·out> 
Homemade Desserts 



Bootstraps 

Local government 
Area Transit (CAT) 

, . , • . . · • t board xneeting open 
t , Y · pu olic on Wednesday, 
u l : ! ~, ; 31, at the CAT building, 
9C!1 N·•r t h Cameron Street, Har-
r i.., !ia:·g- . 

l'•t:· •;cuncil will meet on Oe
tnL- r ;; , 9, 16, 23, and 30 (every 
T ti ' :;:::;y l in Room 302, City Hall. 
Th l>r·;t and third Tuesdays arw 
nordq~!siative sessions, and be
gin at. 7:00p.m.; the seeond and 
fou:rt.h Tu.-sdays are legislative 
sessions, and begin at 6:30 p.m. 
Citizens have the courtesy of the 
floor and may address the council 
at 7:00p.m. 

The Broad Street Market 
Authority will meet on Monday, 
October 1 (first Monday of every 
month), at 8:00p.m., on the 2nd 
floor front of the store market 
(the third street end). 

Cumberland County Commis
sioners will meet on Oetober 1, 4, 
8, 11, 15, 18, 22, 25, and 29 (every 
Monday and Thursday). Meet: 
ings are at 2:00 p.m. Mondays, 
and at 10:00 a.m. Thursdays, on 
the second floor of the Cumber
land County Courthouse, South 
Hanover· Street, c.r-Hsle. 

Dauphin County Commission
ers will meet on Oetober 8, 10, 
17, 24, and 31 (every Wednesday) 
at 10:00 a.m., in the Commision
ers' Office, Dauphin County 
Courthouse, Front and Market 
Streets, Harrisburg. 

Dauphin County Housing and 
Redevelopment Authority will 
have a meeting open to the public 
·w-ednesday, Oetober 10, at 1:00 
p.m., at Latsha Towers, 501 
M,)hn Street, Steelton. 

Harrisburg Housing Authority 
will have a meeting OJ)en to the 
public on Thursday, Oetober 11, 
at 1:00 p.m., at Morrison Towers, 
351 Chestnut Street, Harrisb~. 

Harrisburg Parking Authority 
will have a meeting open to the 
public on Thursday, Oetober 18, 
at 10:00 a.m., at 84 North Court 
Street, Harrisburg. 

Harrisburg School Board will 
have a meeting open to the public 
on Monday, Oetober 1, at 7:30 
p.m. at the Administration Build
ing, 1201 North Sixth Street, 
Harrisburg. 

Community 
The Harrisburg Fair Housing 

Council willmeet Thursday, Octo
ber 4 , at the Friends Meeting 
House , Sixth and Herr Streets , 
Harrisburg. Their Helpline · num
ber is 233-3072. 

Community Development For
um will have a public meeting 
Thursday, October 11 , in City 
Council Chambers, 423 Walnut 
Street, Harrisburg. 

The Governor's Square Associa
tion will meet Friday, October 19, 
at the Covenant Presbyterian 
Church, Fifth and Peffer Streets, 
Harrisburg. Phone 232-1522 or 
236-3248 for time. 

The Human Relations Council of 
Greater Harrisburg will meet Tues
day, October 2, at the Friends 

Meeting House, Sixth and Herr 
Streets, Harrisburg, at 7:30p.m. 

Dry Cleaning 

*Same day service 
*Gowns, silks, fancies 
*Launderer's 

Careful 
Cleaners 

The Uptown Fifth Street L.A. C. 
(Local Action Council) will meet 
Monday, October 15, at 2138 
North Fifth Street, Harrisburg. 
Phone 234-2653 or 234-2654. 
_ The Mid-Town Square Action 
Council will meet Monday, Octo
ber 8, at 7:30p.m., at the First 
United Methodist Church, Boas 
and Susquehanna Streets, Harris
burg. 

4 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YO·U! 
COLONIAL PARK 
3980 JONESTOWN R.D. 

BEAUFORT PLAZA 
· 2·035 LINGLESTOWN RD. 

PAXTANG 
3407 DERRY ST. 

545-1151 652-7809 

HERSHEY 
337-A.W. CHOCOLATE AVE. 

564-3636 533-6830 

Three Mile Island Alert phone 
numbers are 233-3072 or 233-7897. 
Dauphin County Citizens Alliance 
[DCCA] will meet Tuesday, Octo- · 
her 16, at 7:00 p.m., at the 
Chamber Hill United Mehtodist 
Church, 6300 Chamber Hill Road, 
Harrisburg. Their hotline number CAPEN CAN SOLVE ALL YOUR DIFFICULT CLEANING PR 

Sandy Lerner, Ltd. is a unique 
clothing shop that offers only the 
finest quality fabrics and 
workmanship, bringing to the 
Harrisburg area such lines of 
clothing as "The Adini and 
Esthete Collections", "India 
Imports of Rhode Island" and 
"Jasmine & Bread". 

s 

IMPORTED 
Contemporary 

FASHIONS . 
10 

ALL NATURAL 
FABRICS 

Silks, cottons, 
wools and rayon 

for men & women 

Plus handcrafted, 
designer 
leathercraft, 
jewelry & 
weaving. 
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ON SEPTEMBER 18, THE PENN

.sylvan ia ch apter of the National 
Organization for Wbmen (NOW) spon
sored a procession and memorial service to 
honor Margaret Sanger, the founder and 
leader of the birth control movement in the 
United States. They also used the 
opportunity to visit the state legislators and 
urge their support for women's reproduc-. 
tive rights. 

About 200 marchers showed up from 
NOW chapters across the state: Chester 
County , the Lehigh Valley , Pittsburgh , 
Harrisburg, York, and elsewhere. Some 
women wore the traditional mourning 
colors of purple, gray, and black in honor 
of Ms . Sanger , who began her fight for 
birth control in 1914. The procession began 
on Commonwealth Avenue, behind the 
Capitol. The marchers carried signs with 
slogans urging reproductive freedom, and 
while most of the marchers were women, 
there were also a few men in attendance. 
They marched in silence to the steps of the 
Capitol building, preceded by the Women's 
Liberty Bell (without a crack) that rang 
periodically to the cadence of a single 
drum . 

Once assembled on the steps of the 
Ca pitol, the group heard several guest 
speakers. Becky Bode, Executive Commit
tee member of Pennsylvania NOW, spoke 
on the health risks of contraception . 

Jean Marshall Clarke, Reproductive Rights 
Aide for national NOW, arid Unn Harwell , 

·a member of the board of the Planned Nationally. NOW will propose a package ot 
Parenthood Association of Lehigh County, reproductive rights bills to Congress. As the 
both related personal stories about their 1980 election season nears, NOW intends 
trials in coping with problems in their own to make these proposals into a platform for 
families . Delma Krause, President of Yor litical discussion. As Reed put it: "A 
NOW, talked about growing up Catholic, movement is building for reproductive 
andsaid, "WehavenotlefttheChurch, the choice that cannot be denied . That 
Church! has left us on this issue." Gloria majority mustcount. " 
Sackman-Reed and Jane Wills-Schooley·, 

By Hugh Lessig 

BACK TO SCHOOL 

both on the national NOW Board of 
Directors, talked about the need for 
reproductive rights , and criticized the 
attitudes of "male-dominated legisla
tures." Jeanne K.C. Clarke, Director of the 
Allegheny Women's Center, shared her ANTI-NUCLEAR LEADERS 
problems caused by the " right-to-life and organizers of the May 6 
terrorists" who vandalize abortion clinics rally in Washington have announced 
and attack women in the waiting rooms. plans for a nationwide fall teach-in 

Throughout. the speeches, the women campaign on nuclear power and alterna
tive forms of energy. tried to give the listeners an idea of what 

Pennsylvania NOW is all about. They The three-part campaign will include 
local teach-ins across the country and 

expresed no opinion on whether abortion or 1 arge-scale teach-ins in target cities 
other contraception is morally right or during the months of OctobP.r and 
wrong. Pennsylvania NOW is pro-choice, November. The effort will culminate 
believing that everyone should have the with a national teach-in in Washington, 
right and the m_eans to control his or her D C earl · 1980 .. , ym . . 
own reproductive- life through universal Sponsors of the campaign said that 
access to contraception, voluntary sterili- local teach-ins are already planned on 
zation, abortion , sex education, and many major university campuses, in
pre-natal and childbirth care. eluding UCLA, Berkeley, Duke, Michi-

NOW is also trying to dramatize the gan State, SUNY-Albany, and Syracuse 
plight of the woman Medicaid recipient Universities. Target teach-ins are set for 
who has no choice at all , since the state Durham, New Hampshire, on October 
wit holds funds for all abortions except 21; and in Harrisburg on November 10. 
those considered life-saving. Three Additional cities will be chosen for 

This event was part of a national drive to target teach-ins, all of which will feature 
.Prominent anti-nuclear leaders. guarantee reproductive freedom for all . 

L 

The teach-in effort has been endorsed 
by a broad-based coalition of national 
organizations including the one-million
member International Association of 
Machinists, Americans for Democratic 
Action, Friends of the Earth, the Na
tional Family Farm Coalition, the U.S. 
Student Assoeiation, the Coalition of 
American Public Employees, and the 
National Women's Health Network. 

Statewide, student-run public Interest 
Research Groups P(IRG's), many of 
whom helped organize the May 6 dem
onstration, are supporting the campaign 
and planning teach-ins in their states. 
National PIRG will coordinate the cam
paign nationwide. 

Barry Commoner, a sponsor of the 
campaign and possible 1980 presidential 
candidate of the Citizens' Party, said of 
the campaign, ''The -teach-ins are a 
timely and effective strategy in the 
transition to the solar age. For too long, 
we have been promised safe and eco
nomical nuclear power and steered away 
from efficient and renewable forms of 
energy. Teach-ins can set the record 
straight at a time when Americans are in 
the process of choosing leaders ·and a 
direction for the nation." 

Further information on the campaign 
can be obtained from National PIRG, 
1129 21st Street NW, Washington, D.C., 
20036. 

By Hugh Liessig 

THE NORTH FACE CLOTHING 
FOR THE M-OUNTAINS & THE ·c·rrv 

Consider this. 
A parka whose every stitch, 

every seam, every zipper and · 
pocket answers the basic needs 
of the human activity for which 
it was designed. 
Rather than the fickle trends of 
fashion.' 

The result? Parkas tailored 
to a set of precise demands for 
the active skier or the urban 
explorer. 

Exit 19 of 1-83 
Cedar Cliff Mall 
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WHY THE CLOTHES YOU 
WEAR OUGHT TO WORK. 

You can't afford clothing that 
tolerates waste, and we can't 
afford to make it. 

The North Face serves a small 
but demanding clientele. Its 
bags, tents, parkas and packs 
an oasis of rational engineering. 

· Now, it seems, the rest of us are 
ready for more "engineered" 
clothing. 

The North Face Parkas. Make 
them attractive? Sure. Make 
them last? Certainly. But, above 
all. make them work . .. 

Open 10-9 Monday thru Friday 
10-6 Saturday 



Prevailing or Failing;ask Myron & Dick 
CD.VT"IAIVE~ F~~ PA~r 3 · 

non-union contractors could practically 
set r heir own rates in counties where 
ninir~ :mP-W could not be established 
beCil~' - ' ' of cour.ty borders. It would be 
an avpn:ye 0f an average wage, and 
woulr! g1ve A.B.C. affiliates a wide-open 
wage ·nrket, especially in the rural 
cou nl!.- .;;. . 

Another piece of legislation attacking 
theP-W Act is Senate Bill791, sponsored by 
Senator Clarence Manbeck (R-Lebanon 
County). This bill would simply eliminate 
the prevailing wage laws novv on the 
books. 

Harrisburg asked how the new 8ecre- · 
tary of Labor and Industry, Myron L. 
J o:,l _,. -.. :rJ '·' ' l t hese two geB'lchurn-
in;! :t·;;;, , ia; i\·c· p:-ocpss. Janes 
Mt·l : ;· .::-: .. h~f'ph ' s pu h!ic infornation 
offic .. r . ,:·eplie (1 . ''The overall feeling is 
that :JPi"c her have nuch of a chance of 
passing, and the Office of the Secretary 
is unconcerned at the present. These 
bills aren't going anywhere," he said. 

Sources at L&I contend that the 
Thornburgh ·Administration has yet to 
issue guidelines and policies for the 
Sec--~tary, and that everthing is in a 
"holding pattern." Maybe that's why 
sides haven't been taken concerning 
anti-labor legislation. As they say in 
Mexico-- Quien sabe? (who cares?) C ERTAINLY THERE SHOULD 

BE SOME CHANGE TO COR
RECT THE INADEQUACIES 

in ~ ~l ' · ' "' '_ rat i P r. (' ' . !It ' PrevaiH.:1g 

Wage Act. But change should be con
'-' t .•. · , - .. · . ·: d<>.;;- rpe• 'q'. Of prinary 
concern should be an increase in the 
number of wage inspectors, in order to 
adequately police the contractors doing 
work on publicly-funded projects. The 
inspectors should be trained and updat
ed in their training. And the state should 
adopt a !':tandard for the conduct of wage 
investigations. 

' ,·r .. • •·: -1 ;,-, . D;vision of the Prevailing 
Wa g.-- .; ;; ouid be placed under the auton
tY!l)' • pnwided by civil service, as are 
most of the divisions of inspection at 
L&I. 

Time-sharing of the · BES computer 
should be adopted and budgeted for, in 
order to monitor intentional violators of 
the P-W It should be tied into the federal 
lists of Davis-Bacon violators to alert the 
P-W office of potential wage violators 

attempting to contract in the state. 
(Debarring in either agency does not 
now preclude bidding in, the other's 
jurisdiction.) 

Finally, the courts should not accept 
partial settlements in P-W litigation. 
Total reimbursement should be their 
only goal, and nothing else should be 
acceptable. Because stealing a worker's 
justly-earned wages is probably the 
lo_west form of white-collar crime against 
the working" man. 

( TRISSLER BEER DISTRIBU~OR 

The Prevailing Wage Act, as well as 
the Davis-Bacon Act, are constantly 
under attack by a concentrated national 
effort, whose ultinate goal is the repeal 
of bo~h laws. If this sounds like paranoia, 
then why did the U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce invite David Shapiro to speak 
at the Harrisburg Tuesday Club on 
August 28, advocating the repeal of the 
Davis-Bacon Act? 

_3,...0-y_.e-ars family . service serving Hig~spire-Middletown area. 

Mooseh·ead McSorley Ale 

St. Pauli Girl Becks 

4-leineken 

Schlitz . 

(All-natural beer) 

lG.8.Wilson St. 

944-7446 

where-your best interest is: 
., 

TREASURE HUNTERS RECORDS 
308 MARKET ST. NEW CUMBERlAND 

Current LPs from 2.99 to 6.49 

Import LPs, 45s & EPs 

used LPs & tapes 

Colored vinyl & Picture discs 

~0~@00~ Rare Collectors ' Records 

working for you 
We buy used LPs Low Prices Everyday 

774-4796 

1. 7 million in intere1t earnedf~r ~ years 

VOTENOV. ~ 6 : 

DICK SIMONS 
for City Treasurer 

/ 

- Hone1t, lndepend!nt Fi1cal Management 

Paid by Committee to Re-elect Simons, Judy Keys, Treasurer 
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Calendar continued from page 13 

10/22 

HARDWARE SHOW: The American Hardware Supply Company~ 
Show at the Farm Show Co~plex · @ CW') ~ ,, 

FENCING: A basic course at HACC, Mondays through 12/10, 

7--~pm. 236-9533 (M~&aftftll~ 
10/23 

MEETING: The Appalachian Sports Car Club, Bpm at 5831 
Chambers Hill Road. 944-6082 

HARDWARE SHOW: See 10/22 

TAKE BETTER PICTURES: An evening course at HACC. 
Tuesdays through 11/27. 236-9533 x394 ~ 

RACQUETBALL: The basics at HACC, Tuesdays through 
11/27 7:45--9:45 -. 236-9533 x394 

10/24 

FILM: Colonial Clothing and Spinning and Weaving, 
a Colonial Williamsburg film at the William Penn 
Museum, 12: 10pm 

COOKING: Natural food cooking school at the Health 
Nut, 3418 N. 6th St., HaFrisburg 238-9045 

10/25 

THEATER: The Secret Life of Geppetto's Dummy, 
performed by the National Theater of the Deaf, at 
Dickinson College, Bpm. 

FILMS: lsr9el, and Jerusalem the Moly City, noon at 
thA Centr~l Library. 

T~~K: A book review of Jason McGee, by its author 
Robert Fowler, th.e editor · of CivH War Illustrated. 
At the Hershey Library, 10am. 

10/26 

FILM: La Grande Bourgeoisie, .Bpm at HACC 
I 

10/27 

MIME: Modern dance, jazz, and poetry by the Miranda 
Mjme Company, Bpm .at HACC ' 

CANOE: Canoe and hike with the Canoe Club in Stony 
Valley. Call 238-2379; starts Bam. 

/ 

,/ 

10/28 ..J 

FILM.: Clouzot's 1955 film Diabolique, for the 
Halloween season. 4pm at York College 

OPEN HOUSE: His torical Society of Dauphin County, at 
the John Harris Mansioni 233~3462 

HORSE SALE: Standardbred horse sale at the Fag, Si1ow 
Complex, through 11 / 1; 1-637-6631 

UNION CANAL HIKE: Hike the Uni on Canal towpa t h, 
Middletown to Hummelstown, with the Appalachian Trail 
Club. Meet at noon at the Education Builtiing. 
Wear long sleeves and long pants for 10 easy miles. 
564-1447. 

FILM: Blonde Venus (1932 ) at the William Penn 
Museum, 2pm. 
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10/29 

MUSIC: MIXZ at the Landing, through 11/18 

10/30 
/ 

CONCERT: The Harrisburg Symphony with the Chamber 
Singers of Harrisburg, at the Forum, 8:15pm. 

HISTORIC TOUR: See 60 local historical sites in a 
2-hour bus 1tour. Leave the Holiday Inn Town at 
9:30am. 774-1614 

MUSIC: Steve Rudolph Quartet with Richie Contatesi, 
tenor sax, through 11/4 at the. Holiday Inn Town. 

10/31 

HALlOWEEN! 

FILMS: The Gunsmith, a Colonial Williamsburg film at 
the William Penn Museum, 12:10pm. 

CONCERT: Traditional jazz by the Yankee Rhythm Kings 
at York College, Bpm. 1-846-7788 

THEATER: ~£iN ~ACE P/tzHT%,/'Ar-fUi. -~!. 

HACC: Children's Theater, 10/13&14, 20&21 

RODALE THEATER: Allentown, (215) 433-3394 
The Philadelphia Story, 10/17--11/4 / 

\\. ( ( ; r .. 
HARRISBURG COMMUNITY THEATER: - ~ ~ ·;! ,. ..... """' Tobacco Road, 10/19--28 --;. ' ....-_ 
Auditions for Scrooge, 1 0/21&22 I" '! i \ ~ " 

I" ' " EXHIBITS: I 

HACC: paintings and collages by Carrie Thomas, 10/5--26 

ART ASSOCIATION: Kes Herr, Frank Thomas and Lynn 
Yancha, 10/14--26 

HERSHEY MUSEUM: Did Pewter Suit Her?, 10/1--12/31 

WILLIAM PENN MUS~UM: Wood, Paint, and Canvas, portray
ing tastes since the 18th century, 10/1--11/25 ' 
Also A tte Van Geem 1 . 1--12/2 

Volume IX. Number:·, . October, . /979 

.\faliagi11g Lditw· Ed Pern ne 
In /)irn·tor Gene i\llen.Suchl; 
l.fl ·,ortisillg Mwwg.('r Gil Morrissey 

I ·ullllllllllity N('ll's Editiw Citrl Judy 
I ·, i/, ·tidar i:"dito'r Sham:oi1 F<~stcr 
( -.. ~;u ·ihutillg 1,-ditor Larry /\mold 

,·iat(Bcl·ky B:wm . . Boh Becker. Tim Blangger._ rum Boone. 
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Letters 

C ontin ued from page 4 

subjects from 1776 to this day. 
History doesn't stand still. The Brit 
Army will go because it is driven 
out oflreland . The Irish people will 
assert their rights by force of arms 
against the mightiest was machine 
ofNATO. until they tear out the 
imperialist heartstrings of empire 
from their midst. Revolution is no 
tea party. mainly because it is the 
R.S.V.P. to imperialism. There are 
worse things than bloodshed, and 
one oft hem is slavery. 

The real terrorism was the 
enforced partition of Ireland, an 
ragreed interim solution by all the 
people involved. To Collins. it was 

'a stepping sotne; to Liam Lynch, it 
was a sellout; to Cosgrave. & later 
de Valera. it was a well-paid job 
doing Britain's dirty work. & to the 
Irish people, it was betrayal. The 
plain ·people of Ireland will not take 
the neo-colonial state forever, & so 
as the fathers & mothers before 
them. they rise up to free their 
native land. 

May the Lord have mercy on 
Lord Battenberg. & may his peers 
take note of the fact that our 

martyrs never die either. Let my 
people go. or be prepared to sleep 
with a gun by your side & 
mercenaries on your payroll for 
however long you choose to oppress 
us. 

may be terminated from here at a 
time not of my choosing. It is my 
habit to 
graduate ti·om a job. ·not to be 
crossed off the bo.oks as an 
unnecessary body tilling up space. 

Beir bua, I am not concerned for myself. I 
Donal De Roste & Clan know ~ther roads to seek satisfac-

Harrisburg 

M c:m Overboard 
Talk of recession. of losing jobs. 

of having to go on unemployment 
is all around me. · SailorS; are 
affected alst> on this deal. It's one 
of the jobs that falls down the line 
of production .frot~l raw materials 
to consumer. If tew persons want 
to build a high rise or reinforce a 
bridge or buy automobiles. the 
sailor's job looks doubtful. 

I have never been so close to the 
front li!les · of the employment 
wages battles versus enemploy
ment. It is · a difterent sensation 
from others I have known. The 
fate of my job lies in the hands of_ a 

.tion in work . It is the career man. 
the lifer with a family to support or 
a . debt to pay that creates the 
sickening outcome of lost jobs. I 
don't feel most of my friends here 
could easily reroute themselves 
into other ~areers. Their litestyle 
has become a~ustomed to a sailor's 
wage and hcnetits and to deprive 
them of their regular earnings 
would mean almost sure disaster. 
They have allowed themselves to 
be fooled by the pot which looks 
bottomless hut in actuality is 
slowly emptying and -yet teeding 
more persons each mealtime. 

Stay on the · 
right track 

Craig 

consumer based index system of (Editor's note: Craig Shopneck 
job elimination. I am not comfor- works 011 the great lake freighter 
table with the possibility that I • William A . Reiss. His one year of 

,\('1/Wrtt\' probub(v makes him 
immun;•from the initiullay(~f.(s his 
matesfuce us the economy moves 
inw a .recession. This letter is part 
o(a message he penned ro a friend 
(;( his ll'ho happens to be a staff' 
1;wmber. It is printed here with his 
pel'lnission. ) 

" R.l . I etrJx. .. ~ 
Classes in Kripalu Yoga, 

Stress Reduction & Holistic 
Health now offered in your area . 

ror details, ca ll : 
Kripalu Yoga Retreat, 

717-754-3051 

ST THE BEST: 
HOUSE OF CHILI 

BAR B.Q. 
310 MACLAY ST. 

PHONE: 232·1928 
TAKE OUT ORDERS 

Bar B-Q R IBS, CHICKEN&: CHILI DOG$ 

Tues 5pm 3a!'l 
Wed & Thur J2n - Jam 
Fri&Sat 12n - 4am 
Sun 5ppm- Jam· 

Mon 
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Books 
HARDBOILED YEGG 

8y. Carl Judy 

Good Night and Good-Bye. By Timothy 
Harris. Delacorte Press, 289 pp., 58. 95. 

DETECTlVE NOVELS AND CRIME 
storieS are to many .pririt junkies (and 

otherwise sensibie people) what a dry 
martini was to W .c. Fields -- pure 
escapism and relaxation. And who wants to 
read Das Kapital on the bus to Hoboken, 
anyway? Therefore, it was with consider
able anticipation that we unwrapped 
Delacorte Press' latest offering of gumshoe 
-glamour (nice, hard-bitten phrase, huh? 
Spillane, move over. And pass the 
bourbon.) ' 

Good Night and Good-Bye by Timothy 
Hrris has a great title, evoking associations 
otbogart, Garfield, and Mitchum. It is the 
second work by Harris using the Vietnam 
vet Thomas Kyd, who is not coincidentally 
named after an Elizabethan playwright. 
(The author works this into a scene in a 
not-very-original way, perhaps to show us 
that mystery authors read books, too.) 

However, after using a more-contempo
rary-than-usual hero, Harris starts hoard-' . ing his originality. The book is set in Los 
Angeles, and populated by strung-out 
stuntmen , cynical writers, grasping movie 
executives, a tough cop (who refers to 
women as "broads"), gangsters, and other 
cheesy, albeit inept, private detectives: 
And, of course, a beautiful woman, herein 
incarnated as Laura Cassidy, who shoots a 
lot of drugs, lies a lot, has ~ead bodies 
cropping up all around her -- with the 
finger of guilt inevitably pointed at her ~-
and naturally is irresistable to our allegedly 
no-nonsense hero. We are asked to believe 
that Kyd behaves like a very understanding 
older brother at first , but eventually the' 
cliches make a strong rally and provf;re 
some of the obligatory sex scenes. · · 

-Picture It 
Photography Column 

by Don Sutherland 

SURE BUT WHAT SHOULD YOU SHOOT? 

It takes most · people five or ten years to make the 
discovery: the thinas you think today you may want to 
photoaraph arc not necessarily the same t~ings you ' ll wish 
you shot in' the future . · 

It may seem incredible that a picture of your own street 
could someday ~ more important to you than, say, shots 
of that Ions-awaited vacation trip. Yet it could very easily 
be true. 

This does not suuest that your vacations arc not 
delightful candidates for snapshots or movies. But if you 
think of photoaraphy as a form of investment, you will find 
that you aet the "hiahest return" from pictures that show 
thinp you may now think commonplace and mundane. 

Here's why. Let 's say you ao to Paris and photoaraph 
one of its picturesque streets. It may be a pretty street, it 
may be charmina and quaint . Five years from now you'll be 
glad you took the picture. But what will it mean to you? 
Like a commercially made picture postcard, it will be a 
pretty picture that holds few memories for you. 

M .. orta 
Now lets consider your own · str~t . What's in it now? 

Maybe nothina but a few cars. But one day all those cars 
will be aone replaced by that year's model. The new cars 
will completely chanac the way the street looks. That which 
was once familiar will become the lona·lost. 

Or, to put it another way, which do you think you would 
0njoy more: a picture of a Paris street made in the 1920's or 
of your own full of Model Ts and Peirce-Arrows. . 

It is the sense of personal involvement and attachment 
that give the poianance to most pictures that the memories 
they evoke after the p8ssaae of time. No forcian vacation 
has that kind of investment. 

When people meet one another after a long absence, they 
are likely to exlain either "my, how different you look! " or 
"you haven't chanaed a bit!" Returnina someplace, they 
may say "I hardly recoanize itt· ~ or *' it' s exactly as I 
remembered!" Their fint reaction. in short, renccts their 
own Involvement. This holds true when !bey "return" via 
photoaraphs. 

None of this means that you should run out and 
photoaraph every small detail around you. But it does SUS· 

aest auidelines about how to set up shots for their areatest 
lona·term appeal. 

s-n,. 
The trick is to include in your shots, possibly as 

bacqround material, that which you mlaht expect to be 
different someday: If the shot is supposed to show our 
friend on the street, aive some thouaht to the street. Have 
some new t.-- been planted? Is a buildil11about to 10 up, 
or another to be painted or renovated? ' 

Whatever the chanaes may bt, you wiD probably be used 
to them someday. That wiD be the day to take out your old 
snapshots or movies • and connect with memories you 
didn't know you'd foraotten. . . 

Even that shot showina the old sofa or lamp 1n your bv· 
inl room will remind you how lon& it's been since you aot 
the "new" decor. " Say, what ever happend to . .. " is the 
nostalaic spark that follows. 

The trick, therefore, is to be mindful not just o~ w~t 
looks aood today, but what you expect will appreaat~ . 10 
value with time. Almost inevitably, they are the fam1bar 
items of your daily life. If you keep that in mind u you 
compose your shots, makinasurc to include them, you may 
find the return on ther investment areater than you now U· 

pect. 

Good detective novels depend on a 
manipulation of stock situations and r 

sub-plots to provide suspense and keep the 
reader guessing -- the fascination being 
similar, we imagine, to that which keeps 
people interested in guessing which shell 
the pea is under. Unfortunately, this -is 
where Good Night andgood-Bye falls flat 
on its pug nose. There is no "suspense" in 
this plot. The reader simply is not certain 
which of the rather uninteresting charac
ters " done it." And having a minor 
cha-racter commit some of the most =iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil 
important mayhem is a no-no in our book 
(but not4n this one). 

There are other, mor~ffensive banali
ties, the biggest trans~ssions being the 
sex-objects stereotyping of women. None of 
the women are anything but grasping, 
untrustworthy; and mosty brainless hags, 
with a few whores thrown in for bad 
measure. Th!! one black in the book is a 
bookie nam~\Mojo Lucien who dresses ih 
outrageous clothes and used to shave points 
while playing basketball for UCLA. 
Nothing original or unoffensive there. 

Drugs, sex, Hollywood, Vietnam, money 
-- clean it up a little and maybe it could be 
used for a ''Rockford Files" script. It does 
have "action" ·(!read "violence"), some of it 
purely gratuitous. At $8.95 in hardback, 
detective buffs will be saying "good night 

" and good-bye," atleast until it comes out in 
paperback or as drive-in movie fare. 
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New Feature 

Picture It 
Photography Column 

by Don Sutherland 

KNOW YOUR CAMERA! 
"Hold it! " shouted the photoarapher as he set the f-stop, 

adjusted the shutter speed, focused the lens, unlocked the 
triuer. and aencraJiy aot his camera ready for the shot. On· 
fortunately, the shot was supposed to be of a 747 takina 
off, and by the time the cameraman was ready his subject 
was halfway across the ocean. 

Which brinas up a point: thinas happen fast in our life, 
and if we want to aet them on film we've sot to be even 
faster . . '" 

Most photoaraphy equipment is desianed with this point 
in mind. But not everybody does everythina possible to take 
advantqc of those camera cl)aracteristics that make them 
ready for work in a hurry. 

For example: do you know which way to move the lens 
focus control so that it will keep a subject in focus as it 
moves toward you?· 

Do you know which way to adjust the lens for a smaller 
f·stop without lookina? Do yo11 know how to adjust for a 
faster or slower shutter •peed, apin without lookina? 

. Doa't Grope 

If your camera is a 35mm SL~ can you find its depth-of· 
field preview button without ·aropina? If the camera 
mechanism is locked "off," would you be able to unlock it 
while keepin1 your eye at the viewfinder? 

A professional typist kno~s the exact location of over 40 
keys, while a pianist can find one in SB. It should therefore 
be no challenae for any reader of this column to memorize 
the location and operation of a half-dozen or so controls on 
the camera. 

Here is why it' s important: the better you know your 
camera, the more automatically and efficiently you ' U be 
able to respond when an unexpected shot comes up. 

Perhaps you are already skiUed cnouah with your camera 
to focus it quickly once you've 10t it to your eye: But what 
if you could actually bqin chanain1 its focus as you raised 
it? Do you think it possible ·you mlaht someday pin the 
split second that makes the difference between a shot that is 
"perfect" and one that is "almost?" 

Or suppose you have to make adjustments in order to 
keep shootina an onaoina event? If a marathon runner were 
dash ina toward you riaht now, streakina throuah areas of 
briaht sunlipt. and dark shadow, then passina and headina 
off into the distance, are you confident you could keep him 
correctly focused and exposed all the while? 

There's nothina to it if you know yous camera. 
The kind of "driU" you need to put younelf throuah to 

muter the situation is not dif(ICUlt. Aller all, it IDvolva 
only a llall...., or 10 Vllriabla, c:ompenclto wllidl drlv
IDJ a car II frlahtfully complex. 

The thinas to learn-and memorize-arc the exact posi· 
lion of each control; the exact chana• produced by movina 
each control in one direction or another; and the best way 
to arasP the camera 10 that you can operate any two COD· 

trob at the same time. 
Pnctlce, Pnctlce 

Once you've aot the buies, 10 out and practice. Psctend 
you're shootiDJ thiDp 011 the lllcct-scc bow aood you are 
at simultaneously advanc:iDa the mm and rcfocusina, 
operatiDJ the aperture and deptb-of.fldd butt0111 toaethcr, 
and so on, all 011 thinp that come and 10 quickly. . 

. Keep up the practice until you feel sure that all camera 
operations arc almost instinctive to you. Then, when 
somethina does come up . that you want to shoot, you'D 
ltnow how to have everythina ready just when you need lt. 

f .. llft "-lata 

Picture It 
Photography Column 

by Don Sutherland 

THOSE GLORIOUS NEW HIGH-SPEED 
FILMS. 

The'lllaaic number in photoaraphy these days is 400, and 
it has the entire photoaraphic community $hOutins " Saints 
be praised! " For 400 sives them-and you-the ability to 
take breathtakina pictures in places that were impossible 
before. 

'fbe 400 refers to the ASA index of a new breed of films . 
ASA 400 films arc described as "high-speed" or " fast " 
films, meaning they arc able to work in light that is 
unusually weak. 

Dependins upon the kind of camera you have, ASA 400 
films may permit you to shoot indoors without floodlishts 
or flash. They may enable you to take successful pictures 
before dawn and after dusk. They may let you continue 
photoaraphins in dark, stormy weather. 

In other words, because they are so light-sensitive, ASA 
•\00 films can aivc you good pictures in many situations 
where the low-light barrier stopped . you before. 

_ Chooslo& 

ASA 400 films now are available in all the film " family 
types." For black-and-white prints you can usc something 
like Kodak Tri·X or IIford HP-5 . For color prints you can 
use Kodacolor 400. For color slides you can use 
Ektachrome 400. 

When askins for Kodacolor or Ektachrome, be sure to 
· emphasize 400 when that' s what you want . These films arc 

also available in " medium·speed" and "slow~· versions as 
well, so make your meaning clear. 

The advantaacs· of fast films are especially evident in 
color, because there is a delicacy o f hue in many low-light 
shootina situations that was almost impossible to capture 
before. 

Think of it : theliaht just before dawn tends to be blueish, 
its cool tone influencing the appearance of everything it 
touches. Late afternoon sunliaht, by- contrast, is often a 
rich red that seems warm and friendly . Meantime, the lights 
in your own home have a yeilowish cast that al~ suuests a 
warm, cheery flavor in a photoaraph. 

And nishttime is a photoaraphically mapificent time, 
with pinpoints of liaht in stark relief aaainst the en· 
shroudina black . 

R-tts Goreaou • 

The results of photQaraphy in all these kinds of li&ht can 
be aoraeous. Of c:Qurse, different kinds of cameras have a 
areater or lesser ability of their own to work in weak lipt. 
But no matter what kind of camera--you have, ASA 400 film 
aives it a bciter command of low· li&ht situations that it had 
before. 

But in a day when electronic flashauns arc bccomina 
unaziftlly low-priced, many people mlaht ask: what is the 
point of fast film, when slow-speed film can be used suc· 
ccssfuUy with flash illumination in settings that are other· 
wise too dark? 

. Flash can be effective, and you should think of usina it in 
sitUations where all else fails. But from the staodpoint of 
the betnlty of your pictures. flash should be thouJ)It of as a 
last resort. · 

Flash is a "white" llaht thas overpowers the delicate, 
telltale colorations described before. It usually comes all 
from one direction, producina a "flat" effeet in the pic· 
turc. And it tends to cast harsh, unrealistfc shadows on 
backarounds behind your main subjects. 

Flash is a useful solution io many low·liaht problems, but 
the point is that ASA 400 film often lets you photoaraph in 
the liaht you live by. 

Just hoJ" weak the liaht may be depends upol) your par· 
ticular camera (read its instructionsl) but rcprdless, one 
simple truth now is here: you can take pictures today that 
arc closer than ever to the way your ey~ sec thin.,s, even 
when the sun is 10ne. _f.._. ' 

YOUR v ·oTE IS 

YOUR VOICE. 

SA·Y 

SOMETHING. 

REGISTER 
AND 

VOTE 

f· 



ti!tr!~~GYr!9. 
needs help! 

Photograph.ers , writers, typesetting, layout. 

We are a community-based organization 
run largely on volunteer help. · 

Do be a do-bee! 

NOW IT'S EASIER 

TO VOTE 

.BECAUSE IT'S 

EASIER TO 

REGISTER •••• 

BY MAIL 

1 
1 . Pick up a form. 
2. Fill it out. 
3. Drop it in the mail (it's postage-free!) 
You can pick up a register-by-mail form at your 
county courthouse, libraries, post offices and many 
other public locations. It's easy . .. and it's free. 

Your vote is your voice. Say something. 

1We've ·had a change 
of place ... 

3918 
Jonestown Rd. 

but not a c,hange of 
pace. 

Free pick~u~. & deliver~ 
Faster service --- _... __ 
Ample parking 

HOURS: 

8:30- 5:00 Mon. - Fri. 

We're still 

CSII(CSPEED~ 
For all of your health food needs 

N atur.al Foods from: 

Shiloh Farms 
Walnut Acres 

Laurclbrook Foods 
M 1 .') r ) ' · \ he an {JliS/ c· J 

tlrin l fruits & nuts 

books, posiPf.~ . r PcipPs . \ 
Qtll8ni~ Food8 

/:J f \ h~>rba/ t f'US UP{if'iOUS juiCf'S 'tu rition& 
j rOZPfl YOf{U rt 1° n.\C::. l . 

'.:J ll p p I em q,' • ysme 

Dr. Chn.stopher 's Herb Center 

Senior Citizen~ 

Discount 10%. off 
over 200 Medicinal herbs 

Vitamins & Supplements 
Calcium Pangamate-Jogger vitamins ' lr'e ' l ' rr111dl } \nTc 

NATURAL ICECRFAM 

Bob Hoffman Products 

Natural Foods CookmK .'\ chool Thompson 

Shaklee 
s t•rt•n f.! r fl i 11 hrf' ad.~J 

Starts Oct. 24 

,', : ( I \ c !' \ 0 J f 

goats milk products 
o pe n d a ily 10 - o 

3418 North 6th Street , Harrisb1,1rg, Pa. 
1/2 b 1oc k Nc; rth of R & L 

.. ______ Phone (717) 238-9045 _____ _. .. 
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Classifieds 
Roommates 
ROOMMATE sought to share 
heaut~(ul farn!h~use. stables. 
pond. woods and woodstove. hunt
ing; students and women ok. 
Don't pass. this up! $120 pluj 
utilities. Dillsburg. 432-436 7. 

WANTED: Open-minded male or 
.Ji•male roommate to share house. 

Private room with use of whole 
house. Nice location with plenty of 
parking. Ca/1238-2429. Preferably 
,.,.,.nings ajier 7 or weekends; ask 
(or Chet. 

Personal 
Divorced Caucasian businessman 
.weh females .• straight couples. bi 
couples. TV and/ or TS female. 
Don 't expect something for tzoth
ing. Rep~v P.O. Box 441. Mechan
icsburg. PA. 17055. 

H1•temsexuaf. Transvestite. 29. 
::oud looking as man or wonran. 
would lik.- to meet women and 
TV's. I ll to 35 . .for dates. etc. No 
Gay Males. Write Occupant. Box 
305. Dillsburg. Pa. Ill M. 

\-\illite malt• would like to meet 
.ti·mait · interest••d in ,lim und 
,·, ,npaiiiw;ship. A~·· or appear
till<'<' :111impurtant. Write w .1. 
.lllck .\wl . ! ') S. 3rd Street . Harris 
i> Hrg . ! 'a. '! 7f Ill . Include plwm · 
' I IIIII h ~ · r. 

For sale 
FOH. SALE: '73 Datsun 240 Z . .fiw 

f>llrts. Must St't ' -:nd make ' !f.l<'r. 
Plume 78.1-3620. ext. 225: f!VI'ning 
:!34·6006. 

FOR SALE: '77 Can!aro. Exccl
ll'llt Condition. Best o.{ler. Plrune 
IJJIJ-7735. a,Jier 5. 

Housei O.ffice space for rent--Har
risburg. Six bedroom house loca
ted one block from the Govenor's 
Mansion on Second Street. Hard· 
'''cx>d floors. two bathrooms. kit· 
chen, dining room. and large 
lil·ing room. Exc£•llent condition. 
For more ii~/Ormation call Andy. 
O.f.rice. 234-4133. Hom.e. 
236-7455. 

Arms Bazaar, 386 pages that 
t•xpose the merchants of death. 
Stmd '$3. 95 (includes handling) to 
RECON. P.O B'ox 14602. Phi/a· 
delphia. Pa. 19134. 

Nuclear Pow~r: The Unviable 
Option--al/you ned to know in 384 
pages. Send $5.50 (includes hand
ling) to'RECON. P.O. Box 14602. 
Philadelphia. Pa. 19134. 

Subscribe to HARRISBURG. the 
magazine Met-Ed tried to stop.' 
One year. on~v $5.00. 315 Pe.ff'er 
Stre<'t. Harrisburg. PA. 17102. 

MHWHH& 

Wanted 
WANTED: Dependable 26 year 
old mother wants pan-time work 
.Jor Friday evenirygs a.Jier 7. Satur
days and Sundays. Will do baby
sitting. cleaning. typing. filing. be 
companion to elderly person. etc .. 
Can provide excellent references. 
Please call 236-81 I I ~Jier 5:30. 
ll'eekdays. 

WANTED TO BUY: Old 45 rpm 
records. Will pay reasonable price. 
Call 232-5674 (best time between 
5·6. Monday- Thursday). 

My name is Charlie. 1 am an 
Emperor o_( .the China Dynasty. 
1640-. my bloodline is strict(v 
pl'£il}free. I am looking for an 
t•mp~<ess to share my throne and 
castle. Will giw you a wonder:/Ul 
lumw (( you are approximately 
Wlt'·afld·a·ha(( or two. years old 
H'itiJ the pUrfXISI' !~( II .ftlmiJy in 
mi111/. Please c·a/1 (( you are 
'" ·ailahle. 23h -/343 h(:tore 2. 
"'•'l'kdars . ,,fi dar on weekends. 
\Vii/in~ To~;,., . do\\'IT o($50. 00. 

R 1/JEH. to Sun Fmncisco. Share 
dri• ·ing 1111d <'Xf)(' IISO i11 u \!H: bus. 
/,.,,,.,1/g September 8th. Pho11e 
:!. \] .. /()]/ . 

..................... 
Prisoners 
/Wy nwn(' is Leroy Hemy. and 1 am 
a prisoner incurcerated in the 
Western Penite1lliary at Pitts· 
burgh. llra1•e no immediatefami(v 
11mi.Jind the loneliness intolerable. 
Any correspondence would be 
uppreciated. Leroy Henry. #P
JR/0, P.O. Box 9901. Pittsburgh:. 
Pu. 15233. 

I (tnr27years old. white. 5' 10" tall. 
brown hair. brown eyes. 1 would 
/m''' to hear from anyone who 
wishes to write. 1 am thanking you 
in ud1•ance. Danny Patterson. 
#152-.104. P.O. Box 69. London. 
Ohio43140. 

Reprillls o_(the article that shook 
tlrt• nuclear industry and received 
illlernationalnotoriety in the wake 
c!(the Three Mile Island accidmt. 
"Meltdown: Tomo"ow 's disaster 
at' TMJ" is available at$ .50 per 
copy from: Reprims Editor. Har
risburg Maga=ine. 315 Pe,{fi•r 
stret•t. Ha"isburg PA. I 7102. 

It is.fri1•nds that I am seeking--cor
respondence and friendship by 
muil. All letters should be ad
dressed as follows and all will 
be answered promptly. William 
Brudley. #I/ 7-259. 15802 S.R. 
I 04~ P. 0. Box 5500 Chillicothe. 
Olrio 45601 . 
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I'm a handsome Black man. yrs 
uld. 6 ·o .. all. I 70 lbs. looking for a 
good woman to share thoughts, 
desires and possible love. Only 
sincere replies, please. Bobby 
Dubney. #I 50-533. P. 0. Box 
5500. Chilicothe. Ohio 45601. 

I am 27 years old. white. 5'10" 
tull. brown hair, brown eyes. 1 
would love to hear from anyone 
thut wishes to wn'te. 1 am. thanking 

. ino;trunicnts afld suppl 
afternoons. ·.Full servir:f' rf'Jiair ~hop- records & 

B.ob Bucki~gham- Fiddle and musicology 
Dan Dropkin- Finger pickin' guitar styl~ 
. Barry Kerstetter- Bl~egras~?.anjo 
Warren Newman- Mandolin harmonica 

.Burt Railing- Electric bass 
Jay Smar- All guitar styles a.nd fiddle 

Dave Warner- Bluegrass banJO 

652-7714 

you ln advance. Thanks. Danny.,,. ... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Putterson #152-304. P.O Box 69. 
London. Ohio 43140 . . 

Guest Musicians 
vet. 2-7 

BOB MINTZER 
Tenor & Flute 

Oct. 9-14 
ERIC KLOSS 

Sax & Flute 
Oct.I6-21 
ROGERR 

Sax &Flute 
Oct.23-28 

LEEKUNITZ 
Alto Sax 

30-Nov. 4 . 
RICHIE CONTARTE 

TenorS ax 

Please print dearly: 
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rnament foosball table 
Imported beers 

..._ ____ Phone 774-7273 

FUGHT:WAY. 
CHIM·N~Y SWEEP 
Professional 

Chimnev Sweeo 
residential s_pecic:Uist 

l -234 · o9ts I 
Is your fireplace a FIRE T'RAP ? 

............................................. 

I 
I 

To get to Sttinestown 
Exit 12 just off Rt. 83 South 
To get to Pine Grove 
1-81 N oflndiantown Gap 

'Exit 31 

&trines
town 

Theateri I . ........................................... . 
Classified Coupon 

Classifieds are free to non-commercial adverti~rs 
Send this coupon to: 

HARRISBURG Classifieds, 315 Peffer Street, Harrisburg, Pa., 17102 
All commercial dassifieds are five cents a word. I 

Minimum one doltar. 

I 



/ 
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Cheaper by the dozen. >·Cholesterol-free. 
/ . . 

Fragile. Packaged with you in mind. 

\ . 

I 

. ~ 

315 Peffer Street, Harrisburg, Pa. 17102 
278 

Name--~---, 

Addreea - ---------
City . State Zip 

. ' 

TWELVE COPIES A YEAR 
ONtY$~ 
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ALES 00. INO. 
=:;:===== MASTER DISTRIBUTORS====== 

4050 North Industrial Park Road Harrisburg, Pa. 
. . 

Available at your neighborhood tavern· and home trade distributors. 
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